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I.—An Examination of the Pali Buddhistical Annals, No. 5. By the

Hon. George Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service.

Having in the papers No. 3, and No. 4, given the lineage, as well

as the account of the birth, of Gotamo Buddho, as contained in these

Buddhistical records, I now send you an analysis of the Parinibbana-

suttan, which is the history of his final extinction, or death. It is

the third Subtan of the Mahdwaggo in the Dfghanikayo of the Sutta~

pitako. It consists of six Bhanawurd ; and commences with the

words “ the following was heard by myself,” being the introductory

expression used by A'nando at the first convocation, in propound-

ing each of the Suttdni of the Suttapitako in that assembly.

This Suttan is perhaps the most interesting section in the Pitakat-

tayan. The fame of Sa'kya had, at the period of his death, been to a

certain extent established ; and the creed of that wonderful impostor

had been then recognized in the central regions, at least, of India. It

is justifiable therefore to infer, that a considerable portion of the inci-

dents recorded, as far as they could be produced by human imposture,

practised among a superstitious and credulous Asiatic population,

actually took place. Whereas at the period of his birth, and even up

to the time of his secession from a secular and domestic existence, the

eircle must have been restricted almost to his own family, within

which alone the delusion of his predicted Buddhohood could have been

fostered, and its pretended realization been recognized. No external

co-operation, therefore, of a deluded populace could have been enlisted

on an extended scale, till a more advanced stage of his pilgrimage.

The account of the birth of Buddho given in the paper No 3, must

consequently, as regards its narrative of the superstitious enthusiasm
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then prevalent, partake more largely of a fictitious character, than this

narrative of his death does. I have given a literal translation of the

most interesting passages, and a continuous precis of the rest of the

Suttan, adding a note from Buddhaghoso’s Ati.hu/cathd, wherever it

afforded the means of throwing additional light on the narrative of

the text.

This is, I fear, my last contribution to your Journal. In a few days

I leave Kandy for Colombo. The duties of my new office, and my

separation from the Buddhist pandits, and their libraries at this place,

will prevent, for some time at least, the further prosecution of this

examination.

Kandy, October 18, 1838.

The Mahaparinibbqna Suttan. The first Bhanuwaro.

The following was heard by myself. At a certain period, while Bhagawa' was

dwelling at the Gijjhakatfi mountain, near Rujagahan, the Migadha raja, Aja'ta-

sattu, a descendant of the Wcdehi line, was meditating the subjugation of Wajji

(confederation)*.

Thereupon the said Migadha monarch Aja'tasattu, the descendant of the

Widehi princes, sent for the brahman Wassaka'ro, who was the prime minister

of Migadha, aud said : I must utterly annihilate these Wajjians, who are thus

great (by their union among themselves), and powerful (by the efficiency of their

martial institutions): I will destroy these Wajjians: I will utterly exterminate

these Wajjians. Brahman, come hither. Wherever Bhagawa' may be, thither

proceed ;
and having found him, bow down with lowly reverence at the feet of

Bhagawa', on my behalf, and inquire whether, free from ailment and disquietude,

he is in the enjoyment of his energies and health. Moreover thus address him.

Lord ! the Migadha raja Aja'tasattu, the descendant of the Wddihi line, has

commanded me saying ;
bow down in lowly reverence at the feet of Bhagawa',

and inquire whether, free from ailment and disquietude, he is in the enjoyment of

his energies and health. Lord! the said Migadha raja Aja'iasattu, the descen-

dant of the Widdhi line, in his anxiety to subjugate the Wajjians, has vowed,—

I

must annihilate these Wajjians, who are thus great and powerful. 1 will destroy

these Wajjians: 1 will utterly extirpate these Wajjians. Whatever Bhagawa'

may vouchsafe to reply, carefully retaining the same in thy mind, impart it to me :

the Tathagatha never spake an untruth.

The brahman Wassakaro, the prime miuister of Migadha, having attentively

listened to the Migadhu raja Aja'tasattu, the descendant of the Wedehi line,

replied : Be it so, lord ! and preparing superb conveyances, and mounting a magni-

ficent vehicle, surrounded by these superb conveyances, he departed from lidjaga-

hin.

Wheresoever the Gijjhakuto mountain might be, thither he proceeded. Having

gone in his vehicle as far as he should go in a vehicle, then descending from his

conveyance, he approached the place where Bhagawa' was. Having approached

him ;
he made his salutation to Bhagawa'. The prescribed salutations having

been made ;
and having carefully called to his recollection all that he ought to

have borne in mind, he seated himself on one side of him.

* These rajas or rulers were of the Lichchhawi dynasty ; the capital of whose

dominions called Wajji, was Wdsili (Allahabad). The union of the Waiiian states

is stated to have consisted of a confederation of chiefs, or princes.
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The brahman Wassakaro, the prime minister of Mdgadha, who had thus seated

himself aside, addressed BhaGawa' as follows : Lord, Gotajio, the Mdgadha

raja Aj a'tasattu of Widehi descent, hows down reverentially at the feet of the

Lord Gotamo, and inquires whether, free from ailment and disquietude, lie is in

the enjoymeut of his energies and health. The Mdgadha raja, Aja'tasattu of

Wedthian descent, in his desire to subjugate the Wajji rulers, has thus vowed : I will

annihilate these great and powerful IVajjians : I will destroy these Wajjians. On this

occasion, the venerable A'nando was standing behind Bhagawa', fanning him.

Then Bhagawa' thus inquired of the revered Avaxdo'. Hast thou heard,

A'nando, that the Wajjians are frequently holding meetings, and that they are

assembling in great numbers ? Yes, Lord, I have heard that the Wajjians are

frequently holding meetings, and that they are constantly assembling in great

numbers. A'nando , as long as these frequent risings, and constant assemblings

are kept up among the Wajjians, their schemes will be advanced. They will not

be checked.

Hast thou heard A'nando, that the Wajjians are meeting in concert, and rising

in concert, and that they are in concert making the requisite preparation ? Lord 1

I have heard, &c.* A'nando as long as the Wajjians are rising in concert, are hold-

ing meetings in concert, and are making their requisite preparations in concert,

so long will the objects they have in view be advanced. They will not be checked.

A'nando hast thou heard that the Wajjians are refraining from adopting that

which had no (previous) existence; that they are abstaining from abolishing that

which had been (formerly) established ; and that they are adhering to the Wujjian

institutions which were anciently constituted, upholding them ? Lord I I have heard,

&c. A'nando as long as the Wajjians shall abstain from adopting that which did

not previously exist ;
from abolishing that which had been established, and shall

adhere to whatever Wujjian institutions may have been anciently constituted,

upholding them, the schemes of the Wajjians, A'nando, must advance, and cannot

retrograde.

Hast tliou beard A'nando that whatever number there may be among the

Wajjiansf of Wajjian elders, these Wajjians support, respect, reverence and obey

them, conforming to what they hear from them ? Lord! I have heard, &c. A'nando,
as long as these Wajjians shall support, respect, reverence, obey and conform to

what they hear from the elders among the Wajjians, the projects of the Wajjians

must advance, and cannot be disappointed.

* Every answer is an affirmative repetition of the question.

On this point, the Atthakathd contains this note.

In aforetime, the Wujjian rulers, on a person being brought and presented to

them, thus charged “this is a malefactor” without at once deciding “ he is a

malefactor, dispose of him accordingly.” They surrender him to the Winichchhiya-

mahamatld (chief judicial officers). Having examined him, if they conceive

“ this man is not a culprit,” they release him. I f they decide, “ this is a male-

factor” without awarding any penalty, they transfer him to the Wuhdrikdt (learned

in the customs or laws). They also having investigated the matter, discharge him,

if he be innocent ; but if he be guilty, there are certain officers called Sultadhura*

(maintainers of the suttun) to whom they transfer him. They also inquire into the

matter and discharge him, if he be innocent
;
but if guilty, they transfer him to the

Atlhak&lakdf. They also having observed the same procedure, transfer him to the

» Vide Journal of 1837, for a definition of the word Suttan.

t Literally •• the eight castes or tribes." 1 can obtain no satisfactory explanation of the nature
of th e office held by these functionaries. It is inferred to be, a judicial institution composed of
judges from all the eight castes.
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Hast thou heard, A'nando, that the Wujjians do not submit to have their wives
and damsels of respectable families forcibly taken (by their rulers) ? Lord I l have
heard, &c. A'nando ! as long as the Wujjians shall not submit to have their wives
and damsels of respectable families forcibly taken (by their rulers), the designs of
the Wajjians must prosper, and cannot miscarry.

A'nando! hast thou heard that the Wajjians, whatever the number may be of
the Wujjian chctiyani* belonging to the Wajjian (rulers), whether situated within

or without (the city), they maintain, respect, reverence and make offerings to them
and that they keep up without diminution the ancient offerings, the ancient obser-
vances, and the ancient sacrifices righteously made ? Lord ! 1 have heard &c.
A'nando, as long as the Wajjians, Sec.

A'nando hast thou heard that to the Aralianti of the Wajjians, protection

security, and safety are most righteously provided, in order that the ArahantA who
have absented themselves from their country might return

; and in order that those
who have returned to their country, may conveniently dwell there. Lord ! I have
heard, Sec. A'nando as long as the Wajjians, Sec.

Thereupon Bhagawa' thus addressed the brahman Wassakaro, the prime minis-

ter of Maghada: brahman, at the time when I was dwelling at the Sdrandado Cheliuo,

in Wesdli, I propounded these seven imperishable precepts unto the Wujjians resi-

dent there. Brahman, as long ns these seven imperishable precepts shall be main-
tained, and the Wajjians shall be observaut of these seven imperishable precepts,

the projects of the Wajjians must prosper, and cannot miscarry.

On being thus addressed, Wassakaro, the brahman prime minister, replied ; Lord
GoTam6, if the projects of the Wujjians must prosper, and cannot miscarry by their

observance of auy one of these imperishable precepts, who can define the measure

of their success, when they are observant of all the seven imperishable precepts.

Lord GAtamu, consequently it only remains for the Mdgadha monarch, Aj.a tasat-
tu, the descendant of the Wedehiin line, either to propitiate by tributes, or to

dissolve the compact which unites (these Wajji rulers), without engaging in war.
Lord Gotamo, as we have important and iudispensible duties to perform, we must
therefore depart. Brahman, consult thy own convenience in that respect.

Thereupon Wassakaro, the brahman prime minister of Mdgadha, greatly de-

lighted at the discourse of Bhacawa', and receiving his blessiDg, rising from his

seat, departedf.

SeiuSpali (chief minister), he again to the Upurija. (sub-king)
; the Uparifjif to the

raja. The raja, inquiring into the matter, if he be innocent, releases him, but if

he be guilty, he causes the Puwenipallhakijn (book of precedents or usages) to be

propounded. There it is written, to him by whom such a crime is committed,

such a punLliment is awarded. The raja having measured the culprit’s offence by

that standard, pronounces a suitable sentence.

* The Atihakalha explains that chctiyani are not Buddhistical shrines but Yak-

khoiihandni (edifices belonging to the Yakkha or demon worship)
; and yet the reli-

gion of Buddho had been established in Wajji at this period.

f The Aiihakatha gives the following particulars of the proceedings adopted by

Aja'tasattd, on the return of Wassaka'ro to Rajagahan, which is omitted in

the Sultan.

Wassaka'ro returned to the rfija ; and the monarch inquired

—

Achiriyo, what says

Bhagawa ? He, repeating the declaration of the ascetic Gotamo, said : By uo

other means will the Wujjians be overcome but by propitiating with tribute, or dis-

solving the subsisting union. The raja replied : by propitiating with tributes our

elephants aud horses will be diminished; we must get the better of them by breaking
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Immediately after tlie departure ofWASSAKARO the brahman prime minister ofil/d-

gadha, BhagaWA', thus addressed the revered A nando :—A'nANDO, depart ; what-

ever the number of bhikkhus may be who are maintained for the welfare of Rijaga -

up their union: what shall we do? Mahaifija, in that case, raise some discussion

in reference to the Wujjians in the midst of your counsellors. Thereupon I shall

observe to you : Maharaja, what do you want with them ? Let them occupy them-

selves with the agricultural and commercial affairs of their own (realm). Having
offered this remonstrance I shall quit (the council). Thereupon you should say:

what does this brahman mean by interdicting our discussion regarding the IVajjiuns.

In the forenoon of that day I shall send off some tribute to the Wajjians. Contriv-

ing to intercept that, and bringing a charge against me, without either binding or

flogging me, completely cut off all my hair. As I am the person by whom the ram-
parts and ditches of thy capital were formed, and as 1 know the strong and weak,
the high and low parts (of thy fortifications), I will tell (the Wujjians) that I am
able to remove any obstacle you can raise. On your hearing that this scheme (has

been adopted by them) : say, let them come. All this the raja acted up to.

The Wajjians hearing of his (Wassaka’ro’s) departure (for Wesijli) some decided

thus : if the brahman come, he should not be permitted to cross the river. Others

again observed : he (Aja'tasattu) has so treated him, because he advocated our

cause. That being the case, they said (to the guards who went to stop him) : fel-

lows let him come. He proceeded on, and being asked by the Wajjians for what

misconduct he had been so treated, he explained what had been preconcerted. After

observing it was most unjust that he should be so severely punished for so slight an

offence they inquired : what office hadst thou there ? He replied : I was there

judicial minister. They rejoined : let the same office be filled by thee here. He
most ably administered justice : and the youths of the ( Wajji) rulers attended him,

to acquire their accomplishments.

He who had thus acquired the reputation of a virtuous character, on a certain day

taking aside one of the Liehchhawi rulers (mysteriously) asked : do people plough a

field? Yes, they do. By coupling a pair of bullocks together ? Yes, by coupling a

pair of bullocks together. Another (of the Liehchhawi rulers) having inquired :

what is it the Achariyo has mysteriously been saying ? and on its being explained to

him, incredulous, he remarked : he will not confide the truth to me ; and quarrelled

with that person. The brahman, upon another occasion taking another Liehchhawi

aside significantly asked : with what curry did you eat (your rice) ? and said no more.

Another having been told what was said ;
also incredulous, similarly quarrelled with

that person. The brahman upon a subsequent occasion, taking another Liehchhawi

aside, asked him in a whisper—art thou a mere beggar? He inquired: who has

said so? and the brahman replied : that Liehchhawi. Again upon another occasion,

taking another aside he inquired : Art thou a coward ? and on being asked who
said so ? he mentioned the name of some other Liehchhawi. Thus by telliDg to

one person that which no other person had ever said, in the course of three years,

he so completely disunited these rulers, one from another, that no two of them

would walk the same road together.

When matters had been brought into this state, he caused the tocsin to be sound-

ed as usual. The Liehchhawi rulers disregarded the call saying : let the rich and

the valiant assemble : (we are the beggars and cozimrds.) The brahman sent a

mission to his raja, saying : this is the proper time, let him come quickly. The raja,

on hearing this announcement, assembled his forces by the beat of drums, and set

out. The Wtsdlians on receiving intimation thereof, beat the tocsin, proclaiming

:

let us not allow the raja to cross the river. On hearing this call also, they refused
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han assemble them alt at the Upatthina * hall. The revered A'nando having
replied : Be it so, lord ; and received this command of Bhagawa’, -whatever the

number'd' bhikkhus might he who were maintained for the spiritual welfare of Rdja-
gallon, having assembled them all in the Upalthdnan hall, wherever Bhagawa'
might be, thither he returned.

Having approached and bowed down to Bhagawa' he stationed himself on one
side of him. The revered A'nando, who had thus placed himself on one side, thus
explained himself to Bhagawa': Lord! the priesthood are assembled : Lord Bha-
gawa', thou knowest whether this be the fitting time. Thereupon, Bhagawa',
arising from his seat, wheresoever the Upatthdna hall might be, thither he re-

paired. Having arrived there, he seated himself on the throne prepared for him.

The enthroned Bhagawa' thus addressed the bhikkhus; Bhikkhus, I will pro-

pound unto you the seven imperishable precepts : listen aud unreservedly incline

your minds thereto : I will now address you. The said bhikkhus replied, saying :

Be it so Lord. Bhagawa' then thus spoke.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests meet frequently (for religious observances); and

assemble in great numbers, the designs of the priests must prosper, and cannot be

defeated.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests shall hold these meetings, simultaneously, rise

from them, simultaneously and unanimously discharge their sacerdotal duties,

the designs of the priests must prosper, and cannot fail.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests shall abstain from establishing that which has

not been prescribed
;
from abrogating that which has been established ; and shall,

accepting the precepts (of Buddhism) as they are laid down, inculcate and maiutaiu

these, the designs of the priests must prosper, and cannot be defeated.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests shall support, reverence, respect and obey those

bhikkhus who are the elders of the priesthood, of great experience, venerable by

their ordination, fathers of their fraternity, and chiefs of the sacerdotal body
;
and

shall learn from them that which ought to be acquired, the designs of the priests

must prosper, and cannot miscarry.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests overcome the desires which engender the wish

for regeneration in another existence, the designs of the priests must prosper,

and cannot miscarry.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests delight to dwell in wildernesses (removed from

the distractions of laical connection) the designs of the priesthood must prosper,

and cannot miscarry.

Bhikkhus, as long as the priests shall keep their minds embued with pious as-

pirations, saying to themselves : may pious conforming teachers who have not

already presented themselves yet appear ; and may those pious conforming teachers

who have already come dwell in peace among us, the designs of the priests must

prosper and cannot fail.

Bhikkhus, as long as these seven imperishable precepts shall be maintained

amoDg the priesthood ; and as long as the observance of these seven imperishable

precepts shall continue manifested, the designs of the priesthood must prosper, and

cannot fail.

to assemble, saying: let the valiant rulers go. Again the tocsin sounded, and pro-

clamation was made : let us not allow them to enter the city : let us defend ourselves

with closed gates. Not one answered the call. (
Aja'tasattu) entering by the

wide opeu gates, and having subjected them all to great calamities, returned.

* Upatlhiinan is the hall or apartment in which Buddho has been accommodated

in any wiharo. The hall here spoken of is ao edifice at the Giiihakuto mountain,

where Buddho was then dwelling. Gijjhakuto is one of the hills that environ

Rdjagahan ; the other four are Isigili, TTebfniro, Wepullo, and Paniawo.
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In the same form of words Bhagawa' proceeds to propound a second
series of seven imperishable precepts, which are in substance

—

1. As long- as the priests, neither unduly longing for, nor addicted

to, gratifications (in themselves allowable), shall abstain from excessive

indulgence in them.

2. As long as the priests neither longing for, nor addicted to,

idle talk, shall abstain from unprofitable gossip.

3. As long as the priests neither wishing for, or addicted to, an
indolent (sleepy) existence, shall avoid an unprofitable life.

4. As long as the priests neither wishing, nor striving to avoid,

meeting together in congregations, shall not evade meeting together

in congregations.

5. As long as the priests neither wishing nor seeking to associate

with evil-doers, shall shun the society of sinners.

6. As .long as the priests neither desirous of, nor addicted to,

forming the intimacy of sinners, shall abstain from becoming the

friends of sinners.

7. As long as the priests do not relinquish the pursuit of the

sanctification, (of arahathood,) discouraged from their having met some

trifling impediment, the designs of the bhikkhus, &c.

The third series of the seven imperishable precepts are : As long

as the priests shall be endowed with faith
; shall be influenced by a

sense of shame ; shall have no abhorrence of sin ; shall be profoundly

versed (in the tenets of their religion) ; shall be of unwearied per-

severance ; shall be of retentive memories
; and shall be endowed

with wisdom, the designs of the priests, &c.

The fourth series comprehend the seven Bojjhangci
,
or acquirements

of doctrinal knowledge.

The fifth series consist of the seven Sauna, or recognitions.

The sixth and seventh series of precepts are of a mixed character,

and could not be intelligibly defined without entering into an exten-

sive detail inadmissible in this analysis.

The Suttan then proceeds :

“ Bhagawa', continuing to dwell there, at the Gijjhakulo mountain at R&-

jagahan propounded largely to the priesthood, in a similar manner, his discourses

on dhammo— explaining such is sllan—such is samtidhi—such is panna— by acquiring

stfdn, the gift of samddhi is realized, the fruit whereof is great : by acquiring su-

mddhi, the gift of panna is realized, the fruit whereof is great : by acquiring panna

the mind is completely rescued from the influence of sinful passions—which be

these—the passions of sinful desires
; the passion for life (by transmigration)

; the

passion for heresy (arising out of instabiliby of faith), and the passions engendered

by ignorance.
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“ Thereafter Bhagawa' having dwelt at Rhjagahan as long ns it was agreeable to

him, he said to thebeloved A'nando : A'nando, let us depart; wherever A'mbat-

thika* ,
may be, thither let us proceed. The venerable A'nando replied unto Bha-

gawa'i saying : Lord, be it so. Thereupon Bhagawa' accompanied by a great

concourse of bbikkhus proceeded to A’mbatlhikd .”

Buddho there discourses on the same topics, and then repairs simi-

larly attended to Nalanddf, where he sojourns in the Pawdriko garden.

There Sariputto, one of his two chief disciples, (Moggalla.no

being the other chief disciple,) observes to Buddho, that there had not

existed, did not then exist, and would not ever appear hereafter, any

one equal to, or greater than, Bhagawa'. To which observation,

Sa'kya replies at great length, attributing Sariputto’s ignorance

on this subject to his powers of inspiration being more limited than

his own ; and tells him that supreme Buddha had existed before

him, and would be manifested also in after ages. There also Bhagawa'
propounds, as at other places, the doctrines of his faith.

From Nulandd Buddho repairs to Patiligamo with the same retinue,

and dwells at the Awasathdgdrdn\ which is duly fitted up for him by

the Gahdpati (the principal inhabitants of the place), to whom he

explains the principles of silan and the fruits derived by its obser-

vance. At that period two great ministers of the king of Mugadha,

Sunidho and Wassakaro were building a (Ncigaran

)

citadel in

the village Patali, for the purpose of checking the Wajjians. Bud-

dho there predicts that the village Patali is destined to become

a great city ; announcing also that it is destined to suffer under the

calamity of fire, of water and of treachery^. On hearing this prediction

the two Magadha ministers wait on Buddho to invite him to a

repast at their residence. He accepts the invitation. The gate (of

the city in progress of construction), and the ferry of the Ganges

* The Atthakathd explains that this is a royal garden situated near Rdjagahan,

so called from an excellent (amba) mango-tree which stood at its gate.

•f* Is stated to be distant from Rajagahan, one ydjano, (about 16 miles.)

J It would appear by the AUhakatha that Patali was an inferior town, or as

the term implies, a mere village at this time
;
and it is stated that the inhabitants

of this village suffered great hardships and extortions, by being turned out of their

houses, fora fortnight and a month at a time, to accommodate the officers and

messengers who were continually passing and repassing between TVesdli and Rdja-

gahan. To avoid these oppressions the inhabitants built this A'wnsathdgdrin or

rest-house in the middle of the town, for the accommodation of travellers.

§ The AUhakatha explains that a part of the town is to be destroyed by fire •,

that a part is to be swept away by the river ; and a part by treachery and perfidy. A
very comprehensive prophecy, the realization of some part of which was scarcely

avoidable. Buddhists, however, point w ith exultation to the partial destruction of

ancient Palebothra by the river.
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he passes, obtain the name of the Gotamo gate and Gotamo ferry.

The Ganges is overflowed at the time ; and he and his disciples pass

by miraculous means.

The Second Bkanawdro.

From Pdtiligdmo Bhagawa' attended by A’nando, and the same

retinue of priests then repairs to Kotigdmo*, where he explains the

nature of the A'riyasachchani or the four sublime truths, as well as

the nature of silan, samadhi and panna. Buddho from thence repairs

to Nadikogdmof , where, on being interrogated by A'nando as to the

fate of certain sanctified and pious persons who had died in Nadikogd-

mo, he reveals what their condition will be subsequent to their death,

and propounds his sermon entitled the Dhcimmaddso or the Dhammo
reflector, which is illustrative of his miraculous vision, on which all

passing events are inevitably and invariably reflected, as on a looking-

glass.

From Nadikogdmo , Bhagawa' proceeds to Wesdli

;

and takes up

his residence in the Ambapdli% garden. He there preaches on the

four Satipatthdnd, of which the bhikkhus are to be observant. The

Suttan then gives the following account of the interview that took

place between Buddho and the courtesan to whom this garden,

belonged.
“ The courtesan Ambapa'li having heard that Bhagawa' had arrived in Wdsali,

and was sojourning in her garden Ambap&lhvano, equipping a superb vehicle for

herself, and magnificent conveyances (for her suite), setting out from Wdsali, pro-

ceeded to the garden, using these conveyances as far as they could he used ; and the

rest of the way, descending from the vehicle, she proceeded on foot, and waited on

Bhagawa'— Having approached and bowed down to him, she took her seat on one

side of him. Bhagawa' addressed the courtesan Ambapa'li, who was thus seated

by his side, a discourse on dhammo. He confirmed her faith, comforted her, and

made her steadfastly confide (therein). She who had been thus confirmed in her

faith, comforted, and made steadfastly to confide (therein) addressed Bhagawa'
saying; Lord Bhagawa', vouchsafe to accept the repast I shall prepare for thee,

as well as thy disciples, to-morrow. Bhagawa', by his silence, consented to

accept the same. The courtesan Ambapa'li thereby understanding that the invita-

tion was accepted by Buddho—rising from her seat, bowing down to him, and per-

forming the padakkhindn (walking respectfully round him) thrice, departed.”

* Its position is not described. Koti signifies end. As the end of the raja Maha-

pana'do’s palace was situated in that village, thence it is stated to have derived

the appellation of Kdtiyamo.

•f- So called from a marsh near which the village was situated.

J This pleasure garden belonged to a female of high rank named Ambapa'li, one

of the accomplished courtesans of Wdsdli—a class of persons of great influence at that

period from their wealth and mental accomplishments. There appears also to have

been an office conferred by the rulers of Wajji on a female, designated the nagarasd-

bhini-thunantardn, which literally signifies “ the chiefship of the beauties of the

town.” Vide Mahd.vja.nso
,
p. XXXVI.
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On her return to the town she meets the rulers of Wesali, repairing

to Ambapdliwano, gorgeously apparelled, and in superb equipages.

Her suite compel them to make way for her, and she declines acced-

ing to their entreaty to resign to them the honor of entertaining

Buddho the next day; and Bhagawa' himself, though solicited by

these chiefs, adheres to his promise made to the courtesan. He
attends accordingly, and he and his disciples are served with her own

hands by the courtesan. After the repast, she takes her seat again

on one side of him ; and implores of him to accept the Ambapali

garden as an offering made to him and his disciples. The offering is

accepted ; and he preaches another sermon at her house.

From Ambapdliwano Bhagawa' repairs to Belugamako*, and

there calling his disciples together he tells them that as the season of

Wassof was at hand, they should disperse around Wesali, according to

the invitations they may have received from the resident priests, who

were friendly to them
;
and that he himself would keep his Wasso at

Belugamako. The Sultan proceeds

—

“ Unto Bhagawa', who was holding his IF<mothere, asevere illness was engender-

ed, producing agonies indicative of approaching death. He however, retained his

mental faculties and his self-possession, without giving way to the disease.

Bhagawa' then thus thought : It is unworthy of me that such as I should pass

into ParinibMntin without having assembled those who have assisted me, and with-

out addressing myself to the priesthood : it is indispensible that I should submit

to this trial with fortitude, maintaining my professions in regard to the transitory

matters of this life.”

From this sickness Buddho partially recovers, and is able to sit up

in his pulpit. The rest of this Bhdnawaro is occupied by a dialogue

between Bhagawa' and A'nando, expressive on the part of the

priesthood, of their expectation that they may receive further instruc-

tion, and on the part of Sa'kya, of the assurance that he would not,

like earthly teachers, withhold any thing ; announcing at the same

time, that at his advanced age of seventy, with the infirmities he was

labouring under, his career was drawing to a close.

The third Bhdnawaro.

Subsequently, on a certain morning, Bhagawa makes a pilgrimage

in search of alms through Wesali, and after his morning repast

attended by A'nando, repairs for his noon-day rest to the Chepdla\

* A village situated near Wesdli, so called from a tree of that name.

•f The rainy season from July to November, during which the Buddhist priests

are enjoined to abstain from pilgrimage, and devote themselves to stationary religi-

ous observances. The IDasso here described is the one of 544 before Christ. Bcd-
dho died the following year B. C. 543 in the month of Wisvkho, (April-May.)

I It is not explained whether all these clietiyani are situated in the IVesali, or at

different places.
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chetiyo. Buddho there expatiates on the perfections of that chetiyo,

as well as the Wesdli, the Ude'ni, the Gotmna, the Sattambako, the

Bahupatto and the Sarandado chetiydni

;

and explains that it is

in the power of any Buddho, by his four (idhi

)

miraculous attri-

butes, to prolong his existence even for a kappo, if, while sojourning

at any of these places he is duly entreated thereto. Maro (Death

)

imperceptibly exerts his influence, and prevents A'nando from com-

prehending this exposition made by Bhagawa', though repeated twice.

A'nando then retires to the foot of a tree, disconcerted, and seats

himself there.

Before A'nando had proceeded to any great distance, the impious

Maro approaches Bhagawa', and having approached him and station-

ed himself on one side of him, thus addressed him : Lord Bhagawa',

vouchsafe to‘ realize thy Parinibbdnan now. Sugato, this is the

appointed time for thy Parinibbdnan. It has been declared so by

thee, Lord Bhagawa', on a former occasion*, &c.

Bhaga'wa' replies that his death is at hand; and that his Parinib-

banan will take place inf three months. He then announces his

resignation of all connection with this transitory state of existence, to

prepare for his death, by chaunting this hymn. “ Having voluntarily

overcome his desire for this life, the Muni has vouchsafed to relin-

quish all that is transitory, connected either with his human or divine

essence, casting his existence from him, like unto a victorious combatant

who divests himself of his armour.”

On his uttering this announcement, the earth quakes, miracles are

manifested, and the music of the heavens ring
; whereby A'nando,

who was still at the foot of the tree, being roused, hastens to Bhaga-

wa'. He inquires from him the cause and the import of an earth-

quake ;
Buddho and explains that^‘ The great earth rests on water, the

water is sustained by the wind, and the wind is supported by the air

(or atmosphere) ;
and when a storm prevails a natural earthquake is

produced—this is the first cause ; and the effect a great quaking of the

whole earth. The second series of causes proceeds from the miraculous

powers possessed by inspired persons ; the third cause is the death of a

Buddho elect in the Tawatinsa heavens, to be regenerated in the

* The former declaration was made by Buddho at the close of the probational

meditation of seven weeks when he attained Buddhohood at the Bo tree
; on which

occasion also Death urged him to close his career there. He then said he would not

resign his mission till his disciples had been fully qualified for their duties
;
and

his dhammo had been perfectly established.

-}- About the middle of January, B. C. 543, two mouths after the termination

of Wasso.
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life in which Buddhohood is attained ; the fourth cause is the birth of

a Buddho ;
the fifth cause is the attainment of Buddhohood

; the sixth

cause is the proclamation of the supremacy of his faith ; the seventh

cause is a Tathagato’s renunciation of his connection with this transi-

tory existence ; and the eighth cause is his final Nibbdnan : in the

instance of each cause, the effect is the same, viz. : a quaking of the

great earth.”

Buddho then explains that there are eight classes of beings; the

Kottiyo, Brahmano, Gahapati, Sumano, Chatumahdrajikd, those of

Tawutinsa ,
those of Ma'ko (death) and of Brahmo; and he relates

how a Buddho is generated and fulfils his destiny in each.

He next explains the nature of the eight Abhibhayatanani, and of the

eight Wimokkha

;

and informs A'nando of the interview he had

had formerly with Maro, as well as on that day. The Suttan proceeds

in these words.

“ On this explanation being afforded, the venerable A'nando thus addressed

Bhagawa’ : Lord Bhagawa/ vouchsafe to live a kappo : for the welfare of mul-

titudes, for the happiness of multitudes, out of compassion for the world, and for

the welfare and happiness of the dewd as well as men : O Sugato, live for a

kappo.

“ Enough A'nando, importune not Tatha'gato. A'nando, the time is now past

for making this entreaty of Tatha'gato. A'nando, however made the same

entreaty a second and a third time
;
(and Buddho said) A'nando, dost thou believe

inthe Buddhohood of Tatha'gato.
“ Yes, lord.

“ Then, A'nando, why dost thou now even to a third time afflict Tatha'gato
with unavailing importunity ?

“ Lord, from thyself have I heard, and by thyself have I been taught, saying;

A'nando, to whomsoever is fully vouchsafed the sanctification of the four Idhipadd

should he desire it, he may live a kappo, or any part of a kappo

;

and unto Tatha'-
gato also is vouchsafed those four Idhipada.

“ Dost thou, A'nando, believe therein ?

“ Yes, lord.

“ Then, A'nando, in that case, the neglect and the fault is thine—for it occurred

not to thee, when that revelation was made by Tatha'gato, in the most solemn

and public manner (at the Chepjla chetiyo), to comprehend the same, and to implore

of Tatha'gato, saying : Bhagawa', vouchsafe to live for a kappo, for the welfare

of multitudes, for the happiness of the dixcd as well as men : O. Sagato, live for a

kappo. What dost thou now, A'nando, still importune Tatha'gato ? Tatha'-
gato has rejected thy prayer twice: could he grant it on the third application

?

In this matter, A'nando, most assuredly, both the neglect and the fault is thine.’’

Buddho then reminds A'nando of the various places, all which he

names, where he had made this revelation to him before, and fin lly

tells him that having announced that he is to die in three months that

destiny cannot be altered. They next repair to the Kutagara edifice,,

and Buddho delivers a solemn charge to the priesthood, which he con-

cludes with these words :
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“ Bhikkhus, I am now addressing you (for the last time) : transitory things are

perishable, without procrastination, qualify yourselves (for nibbanan). At no distant

period unto Tatha'gato parinibbanan will be vouchsafed. Within three months

from this day, by death Tatua'gato will realize nibbdnan.

“ Thus spoke Bhagawa', and having so delivered himself, the divine teacher of

happy advent again spoke saying: My age has attained the fullest maturity: the

remnant of my existence is short : I shall depart, separating (myself) irom you, and

having earned the salvation of my own (atta) soul. Bhikkhus, unremittingly em-

buing your minds with faith, lead the life of the righteous
;

and keeping your

thoughts under entire subjection, carefully watch over the aspirations of your

minds. Whoever steadfastly adheres to the tenets of this dhammo, escaping the

eternity of transmigration, will achieve the extinction of misery.”

The fourth Bhandwaro.

The next morning Buddho enters the city of Wesali, robed, and

carrying his begging dish in his hand ;
and having made his afternoon

meal, he surveys with an elephant* look Wesali for the last time, and

departs attended as before to Bhandugamo. There Bhagawa assembles

the priesthood, and explains to them the nature of silan, sarnddhi,

pannct and wimutti. He then similarly preaches at Ambagdrno, and

Jamhugamo.
Bhagawa next repairs to Bhaganagaran, delivers to the priesthood

at the A'Nando chetiyo, his discourses called the Padesa Suttdni, in

wThich he inculcates on his audience, that they are neither to be opini-

onated, nor hasty in the adoption of the opinions of other priests : if

any new doctrine is set forth, they are to examine it dispassionately, by

reference to his own wineyo and sutto. If it accord with them, they

are to adopt it ; if it differs from them, they are to reject it.

He then visits Pdwd, tarrying in the Ambawano or mango grove,

belonging to a goldsmith called Chundo who waits on Buddho, and in-

vites him, as the Wesali courtesan had done, to a repast the next day at

his house in the city of Paivd. On reaching the goldsmith’s house

Buddho thus addressed him : Chundo, if any pork is to be dressed by

thee, with it only serve me : serve to the priests from any other food or

provision thou mayest have prepared. Chundo having replied : Lord,

be it so: Bhagawa again calls him, and says, Chundo, if any of the

pork prepared by thee should be left, bury it in a hole—for Chundo,

I see not any one in this universe, though inhabited by dewos, maros

and brahmos, with their hosts of ascetics, brahmans, dewos and men,

excepting Tathagato, who would digest it, if he ate the same.

Chundo accordingly buries the remnants of the pork.

* Buddh& and Chakkawatti rajas are peculiarly formed in the neck, which is

said to consist of a single hone. They are obliged therefore to turn round like an

elephant, to look at any object not immediately before them.
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Bhagawa then preaches to his host; and having gratified, edified

and comforted him, he departs. He was soon after afflicted with a

severe attack of dysentery, the expected and predestined result of eating

pork,—which under this conviction he interdicted being given to any one

else. He then decides on hastening to Kusmara, the city in which he

is destined to realize his nibbdnan. On his journey, feeling faint, he

desires A'nando to prepare a seat for him off the main road, under the

shade of a tree ; and seated there he commands his disciple to bring

him some water to quench his thirst. A'nando entreats of him to pro-

ceed a little further up the Kukutthdna river, as at that spot “ the

stream had been disturbed by the passage of five hundred carts.” Bud-

dho however three times repeats his commands to A'nando to bring

him that water. He obeys at last, which leads to a miracle being

performed, whereby the muddy water is rendered perfectly clear. The

owner of these carts is one Pukkuso, a member of the Mallawo, royal

race, and an ascetic of the fraternity of Aldralealamo, who was then

on his road from Kusindra to Pdwd ; and he was following his train.

He hears of Buddho being in the neighbourhood, and waits on him

;

and a discussion ensues between them, of the relative merits of Ala'ro-

kala'mo and of Buddho, at the conclusion of which, Pukkuso bestows

two ( Singiwannawatthani) cloths of golden hue, one on Bhagaw a and

the other on A'nando. The latter spreads his accepted offering also

on the person of Bhagawa', whose body “ shines like a bright flame

free from smoke or ashes.” On the miracle being noticed by A'nando,

Buddho explains that such is always the case with a Tatha'gato oa

the day he attains Buddholiood, and on that on which he realizes nib-

bdnan—and he adds : A'nando, in the last division of this night, at

Kusindra in the grove of sala trees belonging to the Malta princes,

the parinibbdnan of Tathagato will be realized, (while reposing)

between two of those sala trees. Let us depart, A'nando, and repair to

the Kukutthd river. The venerable A'nando replied: Lord, be it so.

Thereupon Bhagawa', with a great concourse of bhikkhus repairs

to the Kukutthd river, and descending to the stream and having bathed

and drank there, and then landing on the opposite bank, he proceeds to

a mango grove (on the bank of the river). There he enjoins A'nando

to relieve Chundo, the goldsmith, from all apprehension of his death

having been occasioned by the repast he had provided for Buddho,

informing him of the rewards he had realized by that act of charity and

faith.
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Thefifth Bhdnawd.ro.

Bhagawa then repairs to the Uppawattana* grove of sola trees, on

the farther bank of Hirannaivattiija river, near the city of Kusindra
,

accompanied by his disciples ; and in his debilitated state he desires

A'nando to prepare his bed for him between the sola trees, placing

his head to the north ; on which he lays himself down on his left side.

The grove was then in flowers to the ends of its stems, though not the

blossoming season. These flowers descended spontaneosuly on his

head, the host of dewos made the air ring with the music of the hea-

vens, and showered down flowers, sandal, and other incense on him.

Bhagawa, noticing these preternatural recognizances of his Buddlio-

hood, impresses on A'nando that the stedfast observance of his

dhammo is an equally acceptable recognizance of him.

He then desires his disciple, Upawano, who was standing in front of

him fanning him, to retire. This injunction leads to A'nando’s asking

why he sends him away ;
and he replies that the dewata of the ten thou-

sand worlds are then hovering in the air, and lamenting his approaching

death, and that he ought not to be partially screened from their sight.

A'nando then announces, that the bhikkhus are pouring in from all

quarters to witness his rdbhdnan

;

and Bhagawa remarks, that not only

those who come to witness the birth, the attainment of Buddhohood,

the promulgation of the supremacy of the faith, and the nibbanan of a

Buddho, but even those who pray at the shrines that will be raised to

him, will be born in heaven.

A'nando then inquires how priests should comport themselves in

their sacerdotal intercourse with women
;
and how his disciples should

dispose of his corporeal remains after death. He replies as to the

former : A'nando, do not look at them. Having looked at them,

lord, what should be done then ? Do not speak to them, A'nando.

Having spoken to them, what should be done then ? A'nando keep

thyself collected. As to his corporeal remains, he replies, that rajas

and grandees of the land will attend to his funeral obsequies ; and that

his disciples need not afflict themselves in that respect. He states also

* Buddhagho'so in his Atlhakathd notices that the road from the bank of the

Hirannawattiya liver to the grove of sctla trees resembles that from the bank of

the Kalambo river at Anurddhapura through the gates of the Rajamdtu wihdro to

the Thupdramo ; and that the Uppawattana grove was to Kusindra what the Thupd-

ramo was to Anurddhapura. He also mentions that so debilitated had Buddho be-

come from his attack of illness, brought on by the repast he had partaken from

Cbundo, that he was obliged to rest twenty-five times, on the journey from Pdwd

to Kusindra although the distance was only three gawutani, (about 12 English

miles.)
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that his cremation will be conducted with the same honors as that of a

Chakkawatti raja, which he thus describes : they wind a new cloth

round the corpse ;
having wound it with a new cloth, they enclose it in

a layer of floss cotton ; having encased it in a layer of floss cotton, they

bind that with another new cloth. Having in this manner enclosed a

Chakkawatti raja’s corpse, in five hundred double layers (of cotton and

cloth) and deposited it in a metal* oil-chaldron, and covered it with an-

other similar vessel, and having formed a funeral pile with every de-

scription of fragrant combustibles, they consume the body of a Chakka-

watti raja; and for a Chakkawatti raja they build the thupo at a spot

where four principal roads meet. It is in this manner, A'nando, they

treat the corpse of a Chakkawatti raja. Whatever the form observed

in regai-d to the corpse of a Chakkawatti raja may be, it is proper,

A'nando, that the same form should be observed in regard to the

corpse of Tathagato.

Bhagawa' next dwells on the merits that are acquired by building

thupd over relics of Tathdgata, Pache-Buddha, Sdwakd and Chak-

kawatti rajas. A nando then retires into the wiharo, to weep in pri-

vate at the approaching death of Buddho, who sends for him, comforts

him by the approbation of his past conduct, and the assurance that he

will shortly attain arahathood. He then assembles the bhikkhus, and

expatiates on the merits of A'nando, especially pointing out his four

miraculous gifts, which are the attributes of a Chakkawatti raja. A'nan-

do thereupon thus implores of Buddho ; Lord, let not Bhagawa' rea-

lize his parinibbanan in this inferior town, which is an insignificant

and a branchf town : there are, lord, other chief cities which be these

—

Champa, Rajagahan, Sdwatthi, Saketan, Kosambi and Baranasi.

Let Bhagawa' realize his parinibbanan there. There are numer-

ous illustrious tribes of Khattiya, Brdhamanu aud Gahapati there.

They are greatly devoted to Tatha'gato—they will duly celebrate

his funeral rites. Not so, A'nando—make no such proposition : and

Buddho proceeds to reveal that Kusindrd was once celebrated under

the denomination of Kusawatti, then the capital of Mahasudassatio

raja, and to describe its grandeur at that period. He enjoins A'nando

to enter Kusindrd, and announce to the Malta princes, that in the last

watch of that night Tatha'gato is to realize his nibbanan ; and to

invite them to attend. A'nando obeys this command, accompanied

by an attendant. He finds the principal inhabitants assembled at the

Santhagaru said (hall of assembly) on some other business ;
and the

* Th t Aithakatha requires this won! to be rendered gold.

+ Literally rendered for “ Sakhanagarako.’’
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announcement of his mission leads to universal lamentation, and the

people run through the town with dishevelled hair, and hands folded

over their heads. The Kusinarians attend in such numbers on

Buddho, that finding they cannot individually pay reverence to him,

A'nando divides them according to their tribes, and each tribe bows

down at once, with their hands raised over their heads.; A'nando calling

out at the time of their adoration—Lord, such a tribe with their sons,

daughters and followers are bowing down at the feet of Bhagawa' with

uplifted hands. To these adorations Buddho makes no reply; and

during the first division of the night A'nando completes the presentation

of the Malla tribes of Kusindrd, by thus collectively presenting them in

tribes. One Subhaddo is then admitted into the presence of Buddho,

for the purpose of having a doubt solved. This discussion terminates

in Subhaddo being ordained, and ultimately becoming an arahat. He
is the last disciple ordained by Go'tamo.

The sixth BMnawiro.

Bhagawa' then thus addressed the beloved A'nando : A'nando, can there he,

or has there been any precept of mine, not imparted unto thee by Sattha' (the

divine teacher) ? No, Sattha' there can have been none. If there be none such,

A'nando, be it understood that whatever dhammo or winiyo may have been pro-

pounded or established by me for thee, the same, after my demise, is to stand in

the stead of the divine teacher unto thee. A'nando, although the bhikkhus are now
in the habit of addressing each other (indiscriminately) with the appellation dwuso,

after my death this practice must no longer prevail among you. By a senior bhikkhu,

a junior bhikkhu ought to be addressed by the appellation diouso* preceded either

by his family or personal name. By a junior bhikkhu an elder bhikkhu ought to

be addressed bhante (lord), or dyasmd (venerable). Let no well-disposed priesthood

reject any of my precepts, whether they be trivial or important. A'nando, after

my death, let the brahmadando penalty be awarded to the bhikkhu Chhunno.
Lord, what is the Brahmadando ? A'nando whatever any bhikkhu may have

desired, that Chhunno has been advocating : it is not proper that he should be

spoken to, exhorted by, or communed with, by the bhikkhus.

Bhagawa' then thus addressed the bhikkhus : Bhikkhus, should there ever unto

any one bhikkhu be any doubt or incomprehensibility as regards either Buddho,

Dhammo
,
Sangho, Maggof, or Paiipadd, inquire (at once) : do not reproach your-

selves hereafter saying, although Sattha" was personally present to us, we lost the

opportunity of making our inquiry personally of him. On being thus addressed the

bhikkhus remained silent. Bhagawa' similarly exhorted them a second and a third

time ; and the bhikkhus still remained silent.

Bhagawa' again exhorted them saying : Bhikkhus, if it be out of profound

reverence for the Sattha' that ye abstain from inquiring directly from him;—

* This term implies perfect equality, and as in the order of ordination one bhik-

khu must be senior to another, an appellation implying equality applied by a junior

to a senior Upasampada is disrespectful and irreverend.

f Maggo is the road that leads to nibbdnin, and patipadd is the life of righteous-

ness that ought to be observed on that road.
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bhikkhus, let one confiding priest make the inquiry through another in whom he

confides. Even on being thus conjured the bhikkhus remained silent.

Thereupon the venerable A'nando thus addressed Bhacawa': Lord, this is

miraculous : Lord, this is wonderful : I place implicit confidence in this congregation

of bhikkhus : not even unto one bbikkhu is there any doubt or incomprehensibility

in regard either to Buddho, Dhammo, Sangho, Alugyo or Fatipadd. A'nando, it is

thy faith that impels thee to make this declaration : the omniscience of Tatha'gato

is in the same manner conscious, that not even unto one hhikkhu is there any doubt

or incomprehensibility in regard to Buddho, Dhammo, Sangho, Maggo or Patipadd.

A'nando, among these five hundred bhikkhus, even the last one, has attained the

Sotdpanno ,—the grace that rescues him from hell, and the sanctification that realizes

arahathood.

BHAGAwA'then addressed the bhikkhus saying: Bhikkhus, I am exhorting you

(for the last time), transitory things are perishable : without procrastination qualify

yourselves (for uibbdn&n). These were the last words of Tatha'gato.
BHAGAwA'then became absorbed in the first Jhdndn-samapati

; passing from the

first Jhanan he became absorbed in the second Jhandn
; passing from the second

Jhandn, he became absorbed iu the third Jhdnan ; passing from the third Jhdndn, he

became absorbed iu the fourth Jhdndn ; passing from the fourth Jhanan, he became
absorbed in the dkdsandnchdyatdndn ; passing from the dkdsdnanchayutdnan, he be-

came absorbed in the winnananchdyatanan ; passing from thewinndnanchuyatanan, he

became absorbed in the akinchunnayatanan

;

passing from the akinchdnndyatdnan, he

became absorbed in the newasanndnasanndyatanan, and passing from the newasaundna-

sannayalanan, he became absorbed in the sannatctdayitanirodhan.

The venerable A'nando then thus inquired of the venerable A'nurudho : Lord,

has Bhagawa' expired? No, dicuso A'nando, Ehagawa' has not expired : he is

absorbed in the wedayitanirodhan.

From this uedayitanirodhan

,

Buddho step by step descends again to

the first jhanati, and again rises to the fourth jhanan . In the transi-

tion between the fourth and fifth jhanan, Bhagawa' expired.

On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, at the instant of his realization thereof,

the great earth quaking, produced a terror that made the hair stand on end ; and the

music of the gods rang in the air. On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, at the

instant of his realization thereof, Brahma' Sahanpati sang this gdthd . All living

creatures shall relinquish their existence in this world, and in like manner, in this

world the divine teacher, the incomparable, the being of felicitous advent and of

power, the supreme Buddho, also dies.

On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, at the instant of his realization thereof,

Sakko the monarch of the ddwos sang this gdthd: Things that are subject to repro-

duction and death being transitory are most assuredly perishable—having been pro-

duced they perish: it is a blessing to arrive at their extinction, (by the attainment

of parinibbdnan.)

On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, at the instant of his realization thereof,

the venerable Anurudho sang these gdthd : He no longer indicates inspiration and
respiration as when living

;
the immaculate Muni, whose aim was nibbdnan, has

expired. He endured the agony of death in the full possession of his mental faculties :

those mental faculties expired like the extinction of a lamp.

On Bhagawa' attaining purinibbdnan, at the instant of his realization thereof,

the venerable A'nando sang this gdthd: When the all-perfect supreme Buddho
expired, then there was a great terror—then the hair stood on end.
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On Bhagawa' attaining parinibbdnan, of those bhikkhus who had not yet realized

arahathood, some wept aloud, with uplifted arms—some sank (on the earth) as if

they had been felled—and others reeled about, exclaiming : too soon has Bhagawa'
expired—too soon has Sugat6 expired—too soon has the chakku (eye) closed on
the world. But those bhikkhus who had attained arahathood, collectedly and com-
posedlv submitted themselves, saying : transitory things are perishable—how can

we in this world obtain it (permanency).

The venerable Anorudho then addressed the bhikkhus : A'wuso, enough—grieve

not—bewail not—Why, has it not been emphatically declared by Bhagawa' himself

saying : even amidst every community of happy and contented persons, various
destructive and chaugeahle issues come to pass. A'wuso, how can we in this world
obtain it (permanency). It is not by merely saying of any thing born or otherwise
produced, which from its perishable nature, is transitory—“ most assuredly it

perishes not,”— that it will come to pass. A'wuso, the d&watd are reproaching us
(for our lamentations). (The bhikkhus inquired), Lord, does the venerable Anu-
rudho discern the dewata ? Yes, A'wuso A'nando, the dewatd are looking down
on earth from the skies : with dishevelled hair they are weeping

; and with uplifted

arms they are bewailing—they are falling as if felled, and reeling about, they are

exclaiming : too soon has Bhagawa' expired— too soon has Sugato expired— too
soon has the Eye closed on this world.

The Suttun repeats in regard to the dewata., what has been said of

the bhikkhus, as to a portion having attained arahathood, and others

not having acquired that sanctification
; and describes the different

manner in which each bore the loss of Buddho.

The remainder of that night the venerable Anurudho and the venerable

A'nando passed in discoursing on dhammo. Then (at the dawn of day) the vene-

rable Anurudho thus addressed the venerable A'nando : A'wuso A'nando, de-

part: entering Kusindrd, warn the Kusindrian Malla tribes, saying: descendants of

Wdsetiho, Bhagawa' has realized nibbandn. Know ye that this is the time for the

performance of your (allotted) part. The venerable A'nando, replying: Yes,

lord. Pursuant to that direction, early in the morning, arraying himself, and tak-

ing his robes and begging-dish with him, attended by a "second person, he entered

Kusindrd. At that moment the Kusindridn Malta tribes were gathered together

in their assembly hall, in consequence of this very circumstance. Wherever that

assembly hall of the Kusindrian Malla tribes might be, thither the venerable A'nan-
do proceeded

;
and thus addressed the Kusindrian Mallians

:

Descendants of Wdset-

tbo, Bhagawa' has achieved parinibbdndn. Know ye that this is the time for the

performance of your (allotted) part.

On hearing this announcement of the venerable A'nando, the Mallians, the

Mallian youths, the Mallian damsels, and Mallian wives— afflicted, disconsolate, and

oppressed with grief,—some wept with dishevelled hair, some bewailed with up-

lifted arms—some dropt as if felled, and others reeled to and fro, exclaiming : Too

soon has Bhagawa' died : too soon has Sugato died : too soon has the Eye closed

on the world.

Thereupon the Kusindrian Mallians issued this command to their men : collect

then in Kusindra garlands of flowers, and procure every description of musical in-

strument. Accordingly the Kusindrian Mallians, taking with them garlands of

flowers, every description of musical instrument, and five hundred pairs of cloths—
wherever the Upawattano sdtd grove of the Mallians might be, there they approached

the corpse of Bhagawa'. Having approached the corpse of Bhagawa'—with dan-

6 l 2
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cingand vocal and instrumental music, and with odoriferous garlands,—performing

the prescribed offices, and rendering (every mark of) reverence, respect and submis-

sion, they employed themselves that day in suspending cloth-draperies, and erecting

tented pavilions.

This thought then occurred to the Kusin&rian Mallians .-—The time is altogether

insufficient to burn the corpse of Bbagawa' to-day : we will perform the cremation

of Bhagawa' to-morrow. The Kusindrian Mallians, with dancing, and vocal and

instrumental music, and odoriferous flowers performed the prescribed offices to the

corpse of Bhagawa', reverently, respectfully and submissively
;
suspending cloth

draperies and erecting tented pavilions, and in this manner they passed the second

day also. They in like manner occupied themselves, the third, the fourth, the fifth

and the sixth day.

Then on the seventh day this thought occurred to the Kusiwirian Mallians :— Hav-

ing, unto the corpse of Bhagawa',—with dancing and vocal aud instrumental music,

and with sweet-scented flowers,—performed the prescribed offices, with reverence,

respect and submission ; taking it out of the southern gate to the southward of the

city,— and by the suburb (keeping to) the outside to the southward of the city, we
•will perform the cremation of the body of Bhagawa'.

Instantly eight Malliun chieftains, bathing from head (to foot), and clothing

themselves in Dew raiment, said, we will bear the corpse of Bhagawa'. They, how-

ever, failed in their effort to lift it. The Kusinarian Mallians then thus inquired of

the venerable Anurudho : Lord Anurudho, whence, and from what cause, is

it that these eight Mullian chieftains, who, purified from head (to foot), nnd clad in

new raiment, said: we will bear the corpse of Bhagawa'—have found themselves

unequal to the effort of raising it ?— Wdseiihians, your intentions and the intentions

of the diwatd are different. What, then, lord, is the intention of the ddwatd ?

Wdsetihians, your intention is this: we will carry the corpse of Bhagawa' with

dancing, and vocal and instrumental music, aud decorated with sweet-scented gar-

lands, performing every requisite office reverently, respectfully, and submissively,

through the southern gate to the southward of the city, and through the outskirts,

keeping to the suburb on the southward of the town, will perform the cremation

of Bhagawa'. But Wusetthians
,
the intention of the dcwatj is this: we, with celes-

tial dance as well as heavenly vocal and instrumental music, decorated with odori-

ferous garlands, carrying the body of BhaGava'—performing every prescribed office

thereto, revereutly, respectfully and submissively—through the northern gate to the

northward of the city, and entering the town by the northern gate, and by the central

gate, conveying it iuto the middle of the city, and departing out of the eastern gate

to the eastward of the town, there, in the coronation hall, (Mukulabandhandn) of

the Mallians, we will perform the cremation of the body of Bhagawa'. Lord,

whatever be the intention of the diwatd, be it acceded to.

Instantly, every place in Kusindrd which was a receptacle of dirt, filth and rubbish

became covered knee-deep, with the celestial flower manddrd—and the dewata as well

as the Kusindrian Mallians, carrying the corpse of Bhagawa', with celestial and

human dance, as well as vocal and instrumental music, and with odoriferous garlands,

performing every requisite office, with reverence, respect and submission
; and con-

veying it through the northern gate to the northward of the city, and entering

through the middle gate to the centre of the town*, and departing through the

* The Atlhakathd notices that while the corpse was in the city, the princess Mal-

laka', the widow of Bandhulo, the late Mallian commander-in-chief, invested the

corpse with her late husband’s official insignia called mahdlatd, which jewels had

remained unused from the time of his death.
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eastern gate to the eastward of the town, deposited the corpse of Bhagawa' there

in the coronation hall of the Mallians.

The Kusinarian Mallians then thus inquired of the venerable A'nando : How,
lord A'nando, should we dispose of the corpse of Ehaoawa' ? Wasetthians, it is

proper that it should be treated in the same manner that the corpse of a Chakkawatti

raja is treated. And in what manner, lord A'nando, should the corpse of a

Chakkawatti raja be treated ?

A'nando here repeats the explanation that he himself had received

from Buduho.

Thereupon the Kusinarian Mallians gave this order to their people : Fellows, collect

for us Mallians some floss cotton ; and then the Kusinarian Mallians wound the corpse

of Bhagawa' with a new cloth
;
having wound it with a new cloth, they covered

it with a layer of floss cotton ;
having covered it with a layer of floss cotton, they

again wound it with a new cloth
;
and in this manner having wound the body of

Bhagawa' with the five hundred pairs of cloths (which they had brought), and

deposited it in a metal oil-vessel, covering it with another metal oil-vessel, they

placed the body of Bhagawa' on the funeral pile.

At that time the venerable Kassapo was on his road from Pawd to Kusindri,

attended by a great priestly retinue, consisting of five hundred bhikkhus : and while

the said venerable Maha'kassapo was seated at the foot of a tree, having digressed

from the road, a certain individual, who was on his way from Kusindrd to Pdwd. passed,

having in his possession some mandard flowers. The venerable Maha-kassapo
observed him as he was journeying on, at a distance ; and having recognized him, he

thus accosted him : A’wuso, art thou acquainted with our Sattha' ? Yes, A'wuso

I was acquainted with him : the said ascetic Go'tamo' died seven days’ ago, and it

is from that spot that these manddra flowers were obtained by me. Thereupon

among the bhikkhus who were there (with Maha'kassapo), some who had not attain,

ed the sanctification of arahathood, wept with uplifted arms,—some dropt as if felled,

and others reeled about saying : Too soon has Bhagawa' died : too soon has Suga-

to died—too soon has the Eye been closed on the world. But the bhikkhus who

had attained arahathood, collectedly and composedly submitted themselves, saying:

Transitory things are perishable : how can we in this world obtain it (permanency).

In that congregation, there was at that time one Subhaddho*, who had been

ordained in his old age. The said Subhaddho who had been ordained in his dotage,

thus addressed those bhikkhus : A'wuso, enough ! weep not
;
bewail not

;
we are

happily rid of that ascetic, (under whom) we were kept in subjection (by being told),

this is permissible unto you— that is not permissible unto you—now, whatever we

may desire, that we can do ;
and that which we do not desire, that we can leave

undone.

Thereupon the venerable Maha'kassapo thus addressed the bhikkhus : Enough

A'wuso, weep not, bewail not
;
why ! has it not been emphatically declared by Bha-

gawa' himself, saying : even amidst every community of happy and contented per.

sons, various destructive and changeable issues come to pass ? A'wuso, how can

we in this world realize it (permanency). It is not merely by saying of any thing

that is born or otherwise produced, which by its perishable nature is transitory,

most assuredly it perishes not,— that it will come to pass.

At this instant (at Kusindrd) four Mallian chieftains, having purified themselves

from head (to foot), and clothed themselves in new raiment, said :—We will apply

* His history is given at some length, in different portions of the Atihakathd—he

had been a barber in the village A’tuma,
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the torch to the funeral pile* of BhjGawa'—but were not able to ignite it. There-

upon the Kusindrd Mallians thus inquired of the venerable Anurudho : Lord

Anurudho, whence, and from what cause, is it, that these four Mallian chieftains

who are purified from head (to foot), and arrayed in new garments, and who have

said : we will set fire to the funeral pile of Bhagawa', have not been able to ignite

it? Because, Wasetthians, the intention of the dewatd is different. Lord, what then

is the wish of the dewatd ? Wdselthians, the venerable M aha'kassapo, attended by

a great sacerdotal retinue, consisting of five hundred bhikkhus, is now on his way

from Pdwd to Kusinird, and as long as Maha'kassapo shall not have bowed down,

with uplifted hands, at the feet of Bhagawa', so long will the funeral pile of

Bhagawa' resist ignition. Lord, whatever be the design of the dewatd, be it com-

plied with.

Thereafter, wherever the coronation hall of the Mallians might be in Kusindrd,

thither the venerable Maha'kassapo repaired tothe funeral pile of Bhagawa'. On
arriving there, so adjusting his robes as to leave one shoulder bare, and with clasped

hands having performed the padakkhindn, perambulation, three times, round the pile,

he opened (the pile) at the feet ; and reverentially bowed down his head at the feet of

Bhagawa'. The aforesaid five hundred priests, also, adjusting their robes so as

to leave one shoulder bare, and with clasped hands, having performed the padakkhi-

ndn, perambulation, thrice round the pile, likewise, reverentially bowed down at the

feet of Bhagawa'. While the venerable Maha'kassapo and these five hundred

bhikkhus were in the act of bowing down in adoration, the funeral pile of Bhagawa'
spontaneously ignited.

It thus came to pass in regard to the corpse of the Bhagawa' who was consum-

ed by fire : neither his surface skin, nor his under skin, nor his flesh, nor his nerves,

nor his muscles deposited any ashes or soot ; none (of those parts) of his corpse

remained (unconsumed). In the same manner that neither butter uor oil, which i 9

consumed by fire, leaves either ashes or soot—so it came to pass in regard to the

corpse of the Bhagawa' who was consumed—neither his surface skin, nor his under

skin, nor his flesh, nor his nerves nor his muscles left any residuary ashes or soot:

none (of those substances) of his corporeal remains was left unconsumed. All the

cloths, composing the five hundred pairs of cloths, were consumed. At the instant

that the internal and external parts of the corpse of Bhagawa' were absorbed,

streams of water pouring down from the skies, caused (the flames of) Bhagawa'’s
funeral pile to be extinguished : the flame was thus extinguished by the down pour

on the top of the funeral pile of Bhagawa'. The Kusindran Mallians also helped

to extinguish the funeral pile by sprinkling every kind of scented water.

The Kusindran Mallians then forming a trelice work with lances, and fencing the

place round with their bows (transferred) the remains of Bhagawa' to the assem-

bly hall't’ (within the town) ; and for seven days, with dancing and vocal and instru-

mental music, and with garlands of fragrant flowers, rendered every mark of respect,

reverence, devotion and submission.

The Mdgadha raja Aja'tasattu, the Wedehian descendant, heard that Bha-
gawa' had attained parinibbdndn at Kusindrd

;

thereupon the said Mdgadha
monarch Aja'tasattu, the Wedehian, sent an embassy unto the Kusinarian Malli-

ans, with this message : Bhagawa' was a kattiyo
; and I am also a kattiyo. I

am likewise worthy of possessing a portion of the corporeal remains of Bhaga-

* This funeral pile was composed of sandal-wood, and was 120 cubits high.

+ The Atthakatha gives a detailed account of the procession which transferred

the bones of Buddho, still contained in the metal vessel in which he was burnt,

from the coronation hall to the house of assembly.
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wag I will also erect a thiipo over the remains of Bhagawa', and celebrate

a festival.

The Lichchhawi of Wesali, as being also of the kattiyo race: the

Sakya dynasty of Kapilawatthupura, as the relations of Buddho ;

the Balayo of Allakappd, as of the kattiyo tribe
;
the kattiya dynasty

of Ramagamo, as of the kattiyo tribe ; the brahmans of W&Ahadipo

,

as being of the brahman tribe
;
the Mallians of Pawa, as being of the

kattiyo tribe ;—all lay claim to a portion of the relics of Bhagawa' in

precisely the same terms as the message sent by Aja'tasattu.

On being thus addressed, the Mallians of Kusindrd thus replied to the assembly

of emissaries : Bhacawa' died within our territory : we will not give you any

portion of his corporeal relics. On this answer being delivered*, the brahman

Band thus spoke to the assembly of emissaries : Beloved, listen to this one obser-

vation 1 am about to address to you : Our Buddho was of a most pacific character :

it is improper to raise a contest at the moment of the corporeal dissolution of so

excellent a being. Beloved, let all of us, willingly, cordially and unanimously,

divide the relics into eight portions : many nations are converted unto the Eye

(Buddho)— let thupd therefore be extensively built in different regions. They an-

swered : Well, brahman, do then thyself carefully divide the relics of Bhagawa'
into eight equal portions. Replying

;
be it so, beloved ;—the brahman Dond accord-

ing to the request of that assembly, carefully dividing the relics of Bhagawa' into

eight equal portions, thus addressed that concourse of emissaries : My friends, give

me this kumbhdn, (the vessel with which the relics were measured,) and I will erect

a thiipo to that kumbhdnf : and they gave that kumbhdn to the brahman Duno.

The Marians of PipphaUwano heard that Bhagawa' had died at Kusindrd

;

and

thereupon the Marians of Pipphaliuiano sent an embassy to the Mallians of Kusindrd

saying : Bhacawa' was a kattiyo
;
we are kattiya, and are also worthy of a portion

of the corporeal relics of Bhagawa' : we will erect a thupo over the relics of Bha-
gawa', and celebrate a festival. They answered : there is no portion of the relics

of Bhagawa' left : the relics of Bhagawa' have been divided: take from hence the

charcoal of the funeral pile
;
and they accordingly did take away charcoal.

The Mdgadha monarch Aja'tasattu, the Wedihian, built a thiipo at Rdjagnhan

over the relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festival. The Wdsdlian Lichchhawi

built a thiipo at Wtsdli over the relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festival. The
Sikyans resident at Kapilawattliu erected a thiipo at Kupilawatthu over the relics of

Bhagawa' and celebrated a festival. The A'llakappa Balayans built a thiipo at

Allakappo over the relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festival. The Rdmaga-
mian Kosaliyans built a thiipo at Rdmagdmo over the corporeal relics of Bhagawa',
and celebrated a festival. The Wetthadipian brahmans built a thiipo at If'etlhadipo

over the corporeal relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festival. The Pdweyan

Mallians built a thupo at Pdwa over the relics of Bhagawa', and celebrated a festi-

val. The Kusinurian Mallians built a thiipo at Kusindrd over the corporeal relics of

* The uninjured bones were the following ; the four canine teeth—the two collar

bones—the frontal bone, with a long hair growing ou it, which gave to that relic

the appellation of the renhisa or hair relic. The rest of the bones were partially

injured by the fire. The smallest atoms were reduced to the size of mustard seed
;

the middling atoms were of the size of half a grain of rice ;
and the larger atoms were

of the size of half a grain of mugga seed.

t A measure containing 4 alhdkdn.
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Bhagawa', find celebrated a festival. The brahman Ddnd built a thdpo for the
IcumbMn; and the Pipphalawurian Morions built a th&po at Pipphalawano over the
charcoal, and celebrated a festival. Thus there were eight thdpo over the corporeal
relics ; a ninth over the kumbh&n, and a tenth over the charcoal. This is the origia

of this matter, (the erection of Ihupos.)

1 he relics of the Eye (Buddho) consist of eight don&ni

;

seven ddndni are objects

of worship in Jambudipo, and one donrin of the relics of the supreme personaee, the

Naga rdjas worship in Ramagimo. One tooth is the object of worship among the

deicos

:

one is worshipped in the capital of Gandhard : another in the kingdom of the

Kdlingb* monarchs
; the other the Riga monarchs worship. It is by his providential

interposition that this all-bountiful earth is regulated by the rulers on earth.

Thus unto the relics of Chakkhu (the eye), by those by whom protection ought
to be afforded, protection has been fully rendered : and a3 they (the relics) have
received offerings as well from the ddwos, nigas and kings, as from the great among
mankind—bow down therefore unto them with clasped hands for the Bgddha
do not appear even within the term of a hundred kappd (of each other).

The termination of the MaMparinibb&na-Suttan.

The Atihakatha explains, that before the close of Aja'tasattu’s

reign, who survived Buddho twenty years, by the advice and instru-

mentality of Mahakassapo, all these relics, excepting the portion

enshrined at Ramagamo ,
were brought to Rdjagahan for their better

protection
;
where they were all enshrined in a great thupo on the

southeast quarter of that city. In the reign of Piyada'os, surnamed

Dhammasoka, these relics were again dispersed all over Jambudipo.

The relics left at Ramagamo were predestined for Tambopanni, and

they were accordingly transfered to Ceylon in the reign of De'wa'nan-

piyatisso.—

V

ide the Mahaicanso.

II.— On the spontaneous heating of Brine. By G. A. Prinsep, Esq.

My experiments on the spontaneous heating of brine, which formed

an article in the Journal of March last (page 207), have been fol-

lowed up with a copious series of observations, of which the results

will be found in the statements annexed. The present series com-

mences for the most part from the time when (or soon after) the brine

was first let into the reservoirs at my salt-works, and embraces, with

two or three exceptions, the entire progress of the heating until its partial

or complete subsidence. It is therefore remarkable, as the places of

trial were also more numerous and the circumstances more various than

before, that the maximum temperature observed is 21° Ft. less than in

the experiments already brought to notice, and 26° less in the same

place, being in the brine at Narainpore 142° at the pump, and 137° by

the probe in November 1837, and only 116° at the pump and 111 0 by

* This is the tooth subsequently transferred to Ceylon.
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.the prohe in 1838 ;
although the reservoir in question was filled under

very similar circumstances both years, and with brine of nearly full

saturation to the depth of eight feet, the superstratum of eight feet (in

all sixteen feet) being however, when first filled up, much nearer satura-

tion in 1837 than in 1838. But to this difference I attach less im-

portance than to the more rapid extraction of the strong brine from

below in June, July, and August, 1838, than in the corresponding

months of 1837, when a large proportion of the strong brine remained

in the reservoir till the end of the year. It is nevertheless remarkable

that the maximum temperature in this reservoir, which so far exceeded

that of any other in 1837, was in 1838 even less than the maximum at

the bottom of a small reservoir (No. 2) at Ballya Ghat , containing

only a small portion of strong brine not exceeding two-thirds saturation.

Altogether twelve deposits of brine at the several salt works have

been subjected to trial, and, contrary to what might have been expected,

the greatest heat (121°) has been found in the smallest mass; namely,

in a small pool of hittern and salt drainings with superincumbent rain

water in a hole dug for a well at Ballya Ghat

:

and this high tempera-

ture continued, rather increasing than otherwise, from the beginning of

November to the middle of January, when the water was taken out. In

all these deposits the brine remained the whole time undisturbed,

except in No. 2 of the Ballya Ghat series, (till after the 22nd June,) and

Nos. 4 and 5 of the Narainpore series, whence it was pumped out to

supply the salt-boilers, the two latter from June to the 23rd September

inclusive, and afterwards No. 5 during all November, and No. 4 from

the beginning of December. In every one of them some heating may be

discovered ; for I now think the temperatures of 91° and 92° in the lower

strata of No. 3 of the Bhaota series may be regarded as at least 2° or

3® higher than would have been found in an equal mass of fresh water

at the same date. But it would seem that the heating scarcely begins

to shew itself till the saltness of the water exceeds that of the ocean

(S. G. 1028). It would also appear that the heating is most rapid

where the greatest differences exist in the saltness of contiguous strata

of water ; and that it is both accelerated and more quickly terminated

by agitation. This will easily be perceived on comparing No. 2 of the

Narainpore series with No. 1 and 2 of Bhaota, and Nos. 1 and 4 of

Ballya Ghat

;

the very large diameter and smaller depth of the first

causing the contents of that reservoir to be more affected by the wind

than those of the other places named. Nevertheless, even in that large

reservoir the lower strata, as far as four feet from the bottom, appear

6 M
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to have undergone no change at all, with respect to the degree of saltness,

in seven months from June to January, when, (allowing for an error in

the hydrometer which will presently be noticed,) the S. G. was found to

be the same as when the water was let in at the end of May and begin-

ning of June.

The tables I now exhibit shew the specific gravities as well as the

temperatures in all cases in which the hydrometer was used, and may
be thought unnecessarily voluminous on that account. But as the object

is to give opportunity to investigate the cause of the heating, 1 have

thought it advisable to suppress nothing ^ the S. G. columns, though

some of them apparently mere repetitions, being to a certain extent a

test of the manner in which the probe was charged. Nor have I omitted

those trials which turned out unsatisfactory from the probe having been

drawn up too soon, or in which error occurred, taking care however to

insert a note thereof. The disparity in the number of joints of the

probe filled at different trials, in the same depth of water, was ow ing to

greater or less inclination of the instrument.

The probe used in these experiments, instead of the machine before

described which was rather inconvenient to handle, wras a thick bamboo

with a hole cut across at the top of every joint, lai'ge enough to admit

a small thermometer to try the temperature, and a small hole plugged

at the bottom of every joint to draw off the water for trial by the hy-

drometer. By covering the large holes with soft paper and letting the

bamboo remain in the water till the air bubbles (after the bursting of

the paper) had ceased to rise, I have procured water of the different

strata corresponding with the numbers of the joints, without mixture
;

but this method occupied so much time that I did not think it worth

while to be so particular as to the degrees of saltness, which conse-

quently in the lower numbers will be found registered somewhat below

their actual condition, the reduction being in proportion to the depth

and specific gravity of the weaker brine near the surface. Each set of

salt works was furnished with one of these probes. The Ballya

Ghat probe was a bamboo with joints of nearly equal length through-

out, averaging sixteen inches each. The joints of the Bhaota and

Naruinpore probes were more unequal, their several lengths being as

follows respectively, measured from the bottom upwards.
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Bhaota. Narainpore.

>. l

|

No. 1 11 inches.

2
1 3 feet.

2

3

11

Hi
4 1 4 12
5

'

)
5 125

6 In 6 13

7.L 7 14

8
'

U 8 15

9 r 9 15J
u>i

'

2
10 154

11

J

11 15

12
|

1
12 15

13 >3t 13 15

14 J 14 155
15 11 Oi 15 16

16 j
r *2

16 155
17] 17 14

18 j
^2

18 135
19 1\n 19 125
20 J 20 13

205 feet. 23 feet.

But great exactness in the specific gravity register during the whole

period would have been impossible from the discovery of an error

of .009 in the weight of the instrument on the 9th October, which

quantity it had lost by constant use since the 17th May : the subse-

quent observations were corrected accordingly, and care was afterwards

taken to compare the hydrometers at short intervals.

It remains for me to notice, that none of the masses of brine tested

by the probe in the present series of observations, were under cover

;

that a fetid smell is usually given out by the brine when pumped up

after it has been long in the reservoirs, and that the surface of the wa-

ter in the long reservoir, No. 3, at Ballya Ghat was observed in

February and March last, (being then in perfect repose and the depth

of water being about 2 feet, the remnant of the supply let in before the

rains of 1837,) to assume successively the colors of blue, green, brick-

dust red and crimson, but returned to the ordinary appearance of water

in a month or six weeks after these changes commenced. The surface

of the brine in Ballya Ghat reservoir No. 1, the depth of which had

been then reduced by Soonies to about five feet, was observed a about

a week ago to be of a bluish lead colour which did not shew itself

before the soonying commenced, and it gives out a strong fetid smell

which also was not perceptible before.

Calcutta, 28th January, 1839.

6 m 2



Ballya

Ghat.

Reservoir

100

feet

long,

by

60

wide,

and

18

deep

when

full

;

nearly

empty

till

ls£

June

,

when

brine

let

in

during

a

storm

of

wind

and

rain

which

filled

it

to

1
1
feet,

and

5
feet

more

were

let

in

on

5
th

and

6th

June.
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marked

as
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a

pretty

fair

experiment

—

probe

taken

out

as

soon

as

filled.”

No.

2

decidedly

better

and

marked

as

“

sunk

afoot

deeper.

No.

4
“

more

slanting

than

in

former

trial.”

No.

5
“
a

good

trial.”

No.

6

supposed

not

to

have

reached

the

bottom.

No.

7
a

“

fair

trial.’

No.

8
11

several

minutes

jn.”

No.

9

probe

“

some

time

in.”

No.

10

“
in,

several

minutes

—

good

trial,

say

3
feet

deep.”
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2
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good

trial.”
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4
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good

trial.”

No.
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little

slant,

and

left
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2
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good

trial.”
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fev*

minutes

—
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pretty

good

trial.”
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in,

some

minutes,

and

more

slant-

ing

than

usual.”

No.

6
“

good

trial,

some

minutes

in.”
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Pump Register.

Ballya Ghat. Brine Reservoir No. 2.

16 June, T. 107 S. G. 11641
17 ,, ,, 110 ,, 1170 1 from the bottom.
22 „ „ 110 ,, 1107 J

Narainpore. Brine Reservoir No. 4.

10 May, N. W. pumpT. Ill S. G. 1171 from 6 inches below surface.
11 ii 8. W. ,, ,, 112 from 1 foot ditto.

Total depth of water about 3 feet—surface T. 98 S. G. 1133.
15 „ N. W. pump T. 102 S. G. 1104 1

„ „ s. w. yy „ 116 yy 1170 > fixed as before.
20 ,i ,1 >» „ H4 yy 1170 1

22 ,, ,, ,, „ 108 yy 1180 ditto, depth of water 6 feet, surface
4 June, N. E. M „ 102 yy 1196 [T. 92 S.G. 1153.

N. W. >4 102 yy 1193
7 „ N. E. >> ,, 103

y y 1193
26 „ „ 104

) y 1199
16 July, „ yy „ 105 yy 1165
24 ,, ,, yy „ 105 yy 1198 from 12 feet below surface.
4 Aug. „ yy „ 108 yy 1148 sunk a foot lower.

11 Sept. S. E. yy „ 113 yy 1142
-

}

9 Dec. S. W. yy „ H4 yy 1161 1

18 ,, ,, yy „ no yy 1152 Sfrom near the bottom.
31 i, ,, yy „ HI

y y 1149
|

15 Jan. ,, yy „ 113 yy 1125J
Narainpore. Brine Reservoir No. 5.

4 June, S. E. pump T. 101 S. G. 12015
7 ,i ,, yy ii 105 yy 1200

26 „ y y „ 101 yy 1158
4 July, ,, yy „ 102 yy 1118

24 „ S. W. yy „ 103 yy 1128
J-from near the bottom.

4 Aug. „ yy n 104 yy 1126
11 Sept. ,, yy „ 105 yy 1187]
5 Nov. N. W. yy 109 yy 1121

|

[sunk a foot lower so as almost to

11 yy „ 108 yy 1107
|
f

touch the bottom.

16 ,, ,, yy „ 108 yy 1101 J

III .—A short notice of the Coast-line, Rivers and Islands adjacent,

forming a portion of the Mergui Province, from a late survey.

By Captain R. Lloyd.

The outer islands lying off this coast, with part of the main land,

were laid down by Captain D. Ross of the Indian Navy, from observa-

tions made between the years 1827 and 1830, and the result of the pre-

sent survey has been to fill up the inner portion of it, to delineate the

coast-line (with the exception of a very small and unimportant part)

between the latitudes of 9° 50' N. and 12° 40' N., and to make a

sketch of the Tenasserim river, or “ Tenanthari myit” from its en-

trance up to the old town of that name.

Within these limits, the general features of the country are much the

same as in the province of Arracan, being mountainous in the interior,

6 o
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of irregular outline, and consisting of several ranges, clothed to their

summits with large forest trees ; the greatest elevation reached may

be taken at about 3500 feet.

Between the southern limit and 1 1° 40' N. the high land approaches

in some parts very near to the sea, but from that latitude to the

northern limit, it is fronted by a low delta of mangrove country, varying

in breadth from 5 to 15 miles. Through this several small rivers

have their course, and communicate with each other by creeks forming

an inland navigation for boats ; the outer portion of this country from

being so low, and tide-washed, is unfit for purposes of cultivation, in

its present state, and it is only in the inner part, where there begins

to be a susceptible rise in the level towards the high land, that there

are a few cultivated spots.

Within this delta or Sunderbund there are several small elevated

ridges and isolated hammocks, covered with large trees growing upon

a soil covering a rocky basis, and which at some remote period, appear

to have been separate islands forming a portion of the archipelago, but

are now united to each other by the accumulation of deposit brought

down by the different streams from the higher grounds, and which seems

to be gradually encroaching seaward. In this manner an island called

“ Sellore” has evidently become connected with the main by a narrow

neck of land covered with mangroves and having two or three creeks

intersecting it, and another one “ Kesseraing” appears to be approach-

ing that state. These islands being large, and sheltering the inner

waters, the tides set round both ends and meet in the middle, facilitat-

ing the deposit of sediment, and assisting this operation of nature.

Of the small streams above alluded to, the Tenasserim or “ Tenan -

thari river” is the only one of any consequence, one branch of which

discharges its waters at Mergui, and forms the harbour of that place,

while the other disembogues about seven miles further to the southward :

these two branches unite nine miles above Mergui, opposite a small

village called Tedawon ; here the features of the country begin to

change from a low mangrove land to one of moderate elevation, and

the river opens out into a lake of small extent, apparently the original

mouth of it, in which are situated two or three small islands, and on

either side are several hill pagodas and small villages which have a

very pretty effect. At one of these “ Mounglaw,” on the left bank, there

are extensive plains for rice cultivation, and beyond this, the country

becomes mountainous to the very edge of the river, with a considerable

narrowing of its bed : here and there however, there are spots of level

ground which are occupied by small villages, whose occupants cultivate

grain and other produce, little exceeding what is required for their own
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consumption. Four miles above 3lounglaiu on the right bank, a small

branch or creek runs off to the northward, which after receiving the

waters of several other streams, gradually enlarges itself until it falls

into the sea three miles to the northward of Mergui, and forms the

land on which that town is situated into an island. About nine miles

further up on the left bank is a similar but rather larger offshoot the

Thuhwa, which falls into the sea in 12° 10' N. Beyond this at the

distance of about 1 4 miles is the old town of Tenasserim. It is situated

where the river divides into two branches, the great and little Tenasserim ,

opposite to the point of confluence, and on the left bank of the latter.

The river is 115 yards wide abreast of the town, and the depth of it in

the latter end of May was three fathoms at low water in the centre of

the stream : the rise and fall of tide at the springs was six feet, and it

was high water at about three hours, the velocity of the stream was very

weak, not exceeding one mile per hour. The natives describe the

water as being fresh all the year round, and the surface of the river as

being bodily raised about nine feet during the period of the freshes, (or

from July to September.) The bed of the river is very variable and

irregular both in tenacity and depth, and there are several shallows,

and rocky patches ; the high land too coming down in many places

close upon its banks, renders it difficult to navigate
;
but small vessels,

such as the river sloops of Calcutta , by waiting for the tide to drop up

with, and to cross the different shallows, may be taken to Tenasserim,

should Dr. Helfer’s coal discovery render it necessary at any future

period.

The position of Tenasserim has been very inaccurately placed in all

our old maps, and its distance by the course of the river from Mergui

is very much exaggerated ; this may have been caused partly from the

position assigned to the latter being that of two islands of the same

name in latitude 12° 12' N. instead of the correct position of the town

itself. During my visit to Tenasserim , the sun was too vertical to

obtain a meridian altitude by artificial horizon, and the night was so

cloudy and unfavorable that I failed in obtaining the latitude by a star.

Captain Macleod however, whom I have reason to consider a good

observer, made it in 12° 6' N. and using that latitude I made the lon-

gitude by chronometer 35 miles east of Mergui
,
or in 99° 3' east,

and by a sketch of the river it is 40 nautic or 46 statute miles from

the entrance.

Whatever may have been its former extent and importance, it is

now a very insignificant place, and I should think does not contain

more than 100 houses and 4 or 500 inhabitants : nor does it bear much

6 o 2
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appearance of former consequence, there being only two or three small

pagodas, and the remains of an old brick outwork running along the

brow of a hill on the south side of the town. It produces but little for

export, but the Shans bring a quantity of elephants’ tusks and rhino-

ceros’ horns for sale, and occasionally rubies and other precious stones

may be procured but of inferior value ; there is also said to be a con-

cealed trade in gold dust, which with other traffic is in the hands of the

Burmese and Chinese. During my visit here, the head-man of the

town was absent, and I could gain but little information.

The other rivers within this delta, and commuuicating with each

other, are small, and unfit for the general purposes of navigation, and

not being of any importance as leading to villages, it will be sufficient

merely to enumerate them. They are the “ Wayaung taung myit” the

“ Thuhwa,” the “ Nayaza myit," “ Megyaung yethonk myit,” “ Ka-

po myit” Kyauk phyu myit and the Kopha nein myit, (“ myit” means

river.)—The opening to the last named is spacious, and receives the

waters of Linya river or creek, which leads to a village of the same

name, situated by native accounts about 30 miles up. There is

here said to be an extensive country capable of being brought under

cultivation, sufficient for the support of a much larger population, than

the few Shans who inhabit it. I regretted much that I could not visit this

place, as a correct delineation of its position might showT it to be very

near the coal fields of Dr. Helfer which are in lat. 11° 53' N. and

long. 99° 30' E. : and this leads me to doubt whether the locality in

question, is in the British or Siam territory : for Cin point of the charts

on the gulf of Siam side, is in lat. 12° 10' N. and long. 100* 10' E., or

only about 35 miles in a direct line from the coal site, whilst from the

town of Cin situated in a more southerly direction, where the gulf of

Siam is represented as having a deep course to the westward, it is only

23 miles.

The entrance to Linya river is in lat. 11° 40' N. and long. 93° 50'

E., and off the opening leading to it and to the “ Ko-pha nein myit,”

there is a spacious place for anchorage, to which vessels could have no

difficulty in proceeding, and which 1 have called Whale Bay, from

the circumstance of its being resorted to by numerous whales, and

it is the only part of the coast where I have seen them.

To the southward of Whale Bay, the features of the coast begin to

assume a different character
; the shore is high and rocky close to the

sea, with only occasional patches of mangrove in the vicinity of, or at

the entrances of small rivers ; here also the inland navigation ceases,

for none of these streams so far as I could learn, have any communi-
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cation with each other, and the boats proceeding to the southward

go outside.

In lat. 1 1° 28' N. there is rather a large opening in appearance called

“ Ye-ngan Wa,” which is said to reach a long way into the interior ;
it

however suddenly contracts its breadth, and does not lead to any village.

On a headland in lat. 1 1° 23' N. stands “ Chadon,” or “ Sading,”

the only village which is situated on the sea coast ; it is of l’ecent

origin, having been established by the exertions of Mr. Commissioner

Maingy, five or six years ago. This gentleman induced a Malay of some

consequence with his followers to settle here, in hopes that it might serve

to increase the population of the country, and bring it more extensively

under cultivation. How far the good intentions of Mr. Maingy have

been realized is very questionable, for the Malays are far from being an

industrious or agricultural people, and the head-man of the village,

“ Datoo Juan,” from his former mode of living was very unlikely to

be the instrument of much good. The site which the old chief has"

selected for his village is ill chosen for agricultural pursuits, there being

but little land in its immediate vicinity that could be brought under

cultivation without much labor and expense, and the only advantage if

seems to possess is a commanding and overlooking position towards the'

sea : it is however well adapted for fishing, by which the people princi-

pally subsist. It is true, there is the appearance of much exertion

having been made at the first settling of the place, by felling large

trees, and clearing away the ground, but the attempt has been given

up as hopeless or distasteful, and all is growing into jungle again,

except where the village itself is situated, which contains only about

50 houses and 200 inhabitants. “ Datoo Juan” is a carpenter

by trade, and has built two or three boats of about 50 tons each,

which he has finished in a very good style : they are ostensibly for the

purpose of cruising amongst the islands, part of which he farms from

government, for the purpose of collecting edible birds-nests, bich de

mer, &c. and for taking the produce to Penang and other markets :

but that he may have other objects in building these fine boats, is not

unlikely, and that he still continues to have some turn for his old preda-

tory habits, when time and opportunity may offer, I am rather inclined

to suspect, and therefore during my employment in his neighbourhood I

made a point of cultivating a good understanding with him, by making

a few presents, which policy had its advantages, for the old man was

always friendly, and ready in supplying me with such stock as his vil-

lage afforded, and on one occasion in particular I should have been put

to. much inconvenience, had it not been for a timely supply I received

from him.
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Four miles to the southward of Sading is the entrance to Bokpur
creek leading to a village of the same name about seven or eight miles

up. Here there is an extensive field for cultivation, and the soil is

apparently rich, but the population (chiefly Shans), is extremely scanty,

and is scattered over some extent of country in little villages, which

together with those about Linya, may be estimated to contain about

one thousand inhabitants. The people describe Bokpur* as having been

thickly populated at one time, and the country very extensively culti-

vated, and the appearance in its vicinity rather corroborates this :

it is much to be regretted that there is not a more industrious and

extensive population located here.

I attempted to ascend a high hill overlooking Bokpur accompa-

nied by 20 or 30 Shans to cut a path, in order to obtain an extensive

view of the coast and islands, for the purpose of fixing its geographical

position more correctly, but it came on to rain in such torrents that I

was obliged to give it up. The mouth of Bokpur creek is dry at low

water for some distance seaward, and two or three miles from the en-

trance it divides into two branches, that to the southward leads to the

village, off which it dwindles to a stream only 10 yards wide, with

sufficient water for very small boats only. To the southward of Bokpur

creek about 10 miles is a very extensive group of small rocky islands,

most of which I have laid down, but what may be considered the coast

line within them, I was unable for want of time to complete. The survey

however is incomplete for a very small and unimportant space, about four

or five miles only, where the high land approaches so very near the sea,

that the streams, if any, only deserve the name of creeks. Proceeding on

to the southward, and between the parallels of 10* 20' and 10° 30' N. are

two small rivers which by information I obtained afterwards, are called

“ Chenanghan,” and “ Champoon the latter or southern one appeared

the largest, but this part of the coast having but few islands off it, and

being much exposed to the sea during the S. W. monsoon, I was pre-

vented doing more than fixing their entrances pretty correctly by means

of angles as I passed. The latter stream is, I imagine, the Sarannah

river of the old charts, up which I rather think there is a village called

“ Champoon ,” where tin is produced. If so it may deserve inquiry

whether there is here any communication with the river and place of

the same name on the gulf of Siii7n side. There is no decided ter-

mination of the principal range of mountains, running along the

Isthmus, into a low land, so as to favor such a conclusion, but when

it is considered how deceptive the appearances of a country are when

viewed from a distance it is impossible to say, until actual examination

* In the map this place is written Doping or Bohpaling.
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of the locality takes place, that, like the Tenasserim river, wind-

ing their course round the base of hills and through a mountainous

country, some of these streams may not so approximate to each

other, as to make communication with the gulf of Siam side, easier

and shorter in this part than in any other. The last and only

river which I have to notice is situated opposite the island of

St. Matthews, and which I consider to be the Sa-kopah or Pak-

Chan forming the southern limit of our territory. Its entrance is

in lat. 9° 58' N. and, from the anchorage inside St. Matthews, it is

completely hid from view by a group of small islands in shore. The

extensive flat lying off the coast here, led me however to believe that

there was a large opening in its vicinity, and I proceeded to examine

the locality in the vessel’s boat, when after crossing the flat and round-

ing the group of islands spoken of, I was gratified by coming suddenly

upon the entrance to the river, which is a noble stream having 8 or 10

feet depth of water in it, and being about one and a half miles wide, for

seven or eight miles up, beyond which I had not the means of conti-

nuing my examination. The direction of the river thus far was about

N. N. E. or nearly parallel with the coast, and its course lay between

two ranges of hills of 5 or 600 feet elevation. I am however rather

disposed to think that the entrance to it will be found to be intricate ;

but further and minute examination may prove the contrary. That

this river must be the one forming our boundary appears to me evident,

as there is no other answering the description : but unfortunately I

had no person on board who was acquainted with the locality, nor had I

any interpreter, having been disappointed in both, by not being able

to bring on a small tender and pilot I had engaged to accompany me,

owing to the violence of the weather. Under these circumstances, even

if it had come particularly within the object of my inquiry, it would

not have been prudent, in a small open boat, to have continued my
examination of the river up to the Siamese frontier town, which is said

to be a place of some consequence, situated 30 or 40 miles up, nor

could I have done so, in all probability, without incurring great risk of

giving offence to the authorities by my intentions being misunderstood.

I did hope to gain some satisfactory information from boats, but al-

though we saw several, they viewed us with great suspicion, and evaded

every attempt we made to communicate wfith them. Taking it for

granted that this is the river forming the boundary between the British

and Siamese territory, it is much further to the southward than the

position generally assigned to it, and will account for the island and

harbour of St. Matthews being considered as within our dominion.
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The innumerable islands fronting this coast, and extending to the

distance of 70 miles from it, exhibit a great variety of picturesque and

wild scenery, the large ones rising in successive ranges of hills thickly

wooded to their tops, with trees of a rich and varied foliage, present a

most imposing and pleasing effect, whilst the small rocky ones, or

birds’ nest islands, with their rugged inaccessible sides, and irregular

fantastic outlines, form a most remarkable yet not disagreeable contrast
;

the beauty of the whole being very much heightened during the rains by

the numerous cascades and waterfalls that are interspersed amongst them.

Of the large islands forming a portion of the archipelago, those of

St. Matthews and King’s Island, situated near the two extremes, and

remarkable for possessing excellent harbours, have been noticed by Cap-

tain Ross, and their locality is described by him : both these islands are

mountainous, and of considerable elevation, being nearly 3000 feet

high, but rising with a quick ascent from the sea, they present but

little surface fit for cultivation.

Of the other large islands, those which have come move particularly

within my observation, and which seem deserving of any notice, are

Sellore, Domel, Kesseraing, and Sullivans Island, the Lampee of

the Burmese.

The two first are much the same in general character and feature,

as King’s Island and St. Matthews, but not so elevated, and inside

both of these islands there is good anchorage for vessels, the one

under Sellore would be very convenient for communicating with Mergui

from the southward, or with Tenasserim by the Thuh-wa. This I have

taken the liberty of calling “ Auckland” bay. Sellore is about fifteen

miles long by two to four in breadth and extends from latitude 11° 52'

to 12° 7' N.

Domel is situated more to the westward, between the parallels of

1 1° 25' and 1 1° 50' N. and is twenty-five miles long by four broad ; and

on the eastern side of three moderate-sized islands extending from the

north end of it, there is another safe anchorage (Morrison bap) which

might be resorted to if necessary, though not quite so convenient for

communicating with Mergui. “ Kesseraing" and “ Lampee" both merit

minute examination, which I was not enabled to give them. Off the latter,

there is said to be a pearl bank, and the former is spoken of by the Bur-

mese in high terms of praise, for the fertility of its soil : they have a tradi-

tion amongst them, of its having once been thickly populated, and it is

said that there is still to be seen in the interior the ruins of an old town.

I had no opportunity of ascertaining the truth of this, and although the

face of the island does not corroborate the assertion, there appears so
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far a probability of this island being superior to the others, that the

general features of it although mountainous in parts, are more undulating

and diversified in outline, and evidently present a greater proportion

of moderately elevated and level land than the others. Lnmpee is

eighteen miles long by seven or eight broad and extends from lat. 1 1° 31'

to 1 1° 49' N.. and inside of its south end is “ Whale Buy” before spoken

of
;
there is however no ingress or egress by the north end of the island,

except to very small vessels, there being an extensive shallow flat be-

tween it and the main, caused by the meeting of the tides.

“ Lampee” has also a very fine anchorage on its eastern side, so easy

of access that the Lady William Bentinck surveying vessel suc-

ceeded in entering and obtaining shelter after dark, and there lay

in perfect security during the continuance of some stormy weather

which she was caught in amongst the outer Islands in the month of

August. This island is of a curiously curved shape the pearl bank being

situated somewhere on the south or concave side of it ; the average

breadth of the island is about two miles, the length thirty miles, and it is

situated between the parallels of 10° 40' and 11° O' N. : but the chart

itself, will best exhibit the extent and limits of this and the other islands

both in latitude and longitude.

With the exception of one or two settlements near to Mergui, where

a few people have established themselves for the purpose of cultivating

gardens, and rearing mangosteens, dorians and other fruits, and for

fishing, there are no settled inhabitants on any of the islands
; but there

are roving tribes who pass from one island to another, living partly in

their boats, and in temporary sheds, which they erect with a few sticks

and leaves, on the little sandy beaches interspersed amongst the islands.

They appear unacquainted with the art of cultivation, and subsist chiefly

upon shellfish, turtle, and other productions indigenous to the islands,

and the tortoise or rather “ turtle shell,” bich de mer, and other

articles which they collect, they dispose of to the best advantage, and

in barter, for a little rice and coarse cloth on their visits to Mergui and

other places.

They are to be found chiefly amongst the outer islands during the

fine season, and on the setting in of the rains and fine weather, they

return to the inner ones, and for the right to frequent and live upon

the islands, 1 believe they pay a small tax to government, of one rupee

per head annually. The term chillone is generally applied to them,

but I have understood that there are three or four divisions or families

of them, known under different names, according to the part of the

archipelago, they confine themselves to : they are a harmless race, badly

6 p
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clothed, miserable in appearance, and do not, I imagine, amount to

more than a thousand persons altogether : they are found to be ex-

tremely shy of strangers, and avoided us on all occasions.

Having been employed at a season unfavorable for making inquiry, or

gaining much information, and with little leisure left me from the more

immediate duties of the survey, for making any observations as to the

resources of the islands, their formation, natural productions, &c.

I can only point them out as appearing to possess a fine field for inter-

esting inquiry in the different departments of science. To the geolo-

gist in particular there is ample scope for research, and I have reason

to think, from specimens of rock that were collected containing rich

iron ore, that they will be found to be rich in mineral productions.

The same may be said of their botanical productions
; the face of the

larger and moderately-sized islands, having a very rich and variegated

foliage, and being covered with flowering shrubs and trees of lar»e

dimension to the water’s edge, some of them may be found to be new

and valuable.

In the department of natural history are to be found on the lartre

islands (by native accounts), most of ihe wild animals common to the

main land ;
viz. the tiger, elephant, rhinoceros, wild cow, deer, &c.

The tiger is represented to be unusually large and fierce, when com-

pared with those on the continent, and liesseraing is said to be much
infested by them. The “ Shan” huntsmen visit this and the other

large islands for the purpose of shooting elephants, which they are

very expert in tracking ; and they have been so successful in their

excursions to Kesseraing, that I was told by a respectable native with

great gravity, that there was now only one solitary elephant of gigan-

tic size existing on the island, and of such consummate cunning that

it had evaded every attempt to capture it.

Of the birds there are several varieties of pigeons peculiar to the

islands ; also gulls, cranes, (“ Tucans” of a large and beautiful plumage,)

and various other description of the feathered tribe.

Some of the small rocky islands are much resorted to by a small

white gull. One of these islands I found covered with their eggs laid on

the hollows of the rock, and the birds sitting upon them : they showed

great alarm by their noise and hovering over head, and although I did

not unnecessarily disturb them, I found (on a subsequent visit I had

occasion to make, to correct a set of angles), that they had deserted

the island and their eggs !

The fish are of great variety and very plentiful amongst the inner

islands, and on the flats fronting the maiu, the fishermen have fish weirs
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and other contrivances which they erect, and these they visit annually

during the fine season, for the purpose of catching fish and drying

them on the different small islands.

Beautiful varieties of mollusoa and polypus also much abound amongst

the outer islands.

Mergui, or properly speaking—“ Myut Myo"—the principal town of

the Mergui province, is too well known to require any notice from me;

one of the objects of my survey, however, having been to ascertain the

approach to it from the southward, I may as well state that it is inac-

cessible to large vessels, owing to an extensive flat, in many parts dry at

low water, which the Chinese junks and other native craft have to cross

over at high water. We found the greatest rise and fall of tide never

to amount to so much as 18 feet, although it has been stated at 21 feet,

and it is high water on full and change days here, and throughout the

limits of the survey, between ten and eleven o’clock.

The climate at Mergui and amongst the islands seems to be very

good, and although much rain fell on this coast during the months of

June, July and August, there was a proportion of fine weather, (not-

withstanding the generally received opinion to the contrary,) equal to

what is experienced in India during the same season. The dorians and

mangosteen fruits, held in so much estimation by the natives, particularly

the former, which during the season are sent in great quantities to Ava

for the use of the Burman king, do not grow to the northward of Tavoy ;

and the mangosteen will scarcely thrive to the northward of Mergui.

Indeed in soil and climate, there appears to be so much affinity between

it and Penang, where these fruits are in great perfection, and where

nutmeg spices and coffee are produced, that it is very probable the

latter might be introduced and cultivated with success at Mergui, and

on many of the islands.

I regret that I have been able to give to this sketch little more

than nautical or geographical interest ; and in conclusion will merely

point out what seems to me an object of interesting inquiry to geogra-

phers, I mean the exact delineation of the coast-line on the gulf of

Siam side, between the parallels of 8° 0 and 12° 0 N. so as to exhibit

the breadth of the isthmus within these limits, and also to ascertain

how far the different streams on either side approach each other.

With intelligent officers from the Indian navy employed in the small

government vessels on the Tenasserim Provinces, and in the steamer

and other vessels under the Penang government, such a measure would

have the double effect of protecting the trade and performing the usual

duties expected of these vessels, and also of occasionally, when oppor-

6 p 2
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tunities offered, adding to our stock of geographical knowledge. It would

further possess the advantage of extending and keeping up a most

desirable local knowledge, not without benefit to government, amongst

the officers of a corps capable of rendering important service to the state,

if its sphere of usefulness were extended for general employment in India

instead of being confined to a subordinate presidency, which is like

having the British navy under the Irish government.

IV.

—

On the genus Hexaprotodon of Dr. Falconer and Captain

Cautley. By J. McClelland, Assist. Surgeon, Bengal Service.

Dr. MacLoed, physician general, on return to Calcutta from his

tour of inspection, brought with him a small collection of the fossil

bones of mammalia from the Pinjore valley, with the intention of

forwarding them to England; prior to doing this they were oblig-

ingly submitted to my inspection, but for this circumstance and the

desire of Dr. MacLoed that I should point out whatever might appear

most deserving of notice, I should not offer, on this occasion at least,

any remarks on a subject, of which there are already so many successful

and experienced cultivators in India.

Hexaprotodon is the name given by Dr. Falconer and Captain

Cautley to an unknown group nearly allied to the genus Hippopota-

mus, and with which we are only acquainted from the observations of those

gentlemen on fragments of skeletons which they discovered in the Shvalik

beds. Dr. MacLoed’s collection contained a very characteristic frag-

ment of one of these animals, which at once attracted my notice, and with-

out being acquainted at that time with the excellent memoir of the gen-

tlemen alluded to, though it is printed but not yet published in the 1st part,

XIXth volume of the Asiatic Researches, I pursued an inquiry into the

group as far as the materials in Dr. MacLoed’s collection, as well as

that of Col. Colvin in the Society’s museum, enabled me to go. After

this I had the gratification of finding the results to which I was led

corresponded nearly, and I may say perfectly in all essential particulars,

with the previous report of Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley
already alluded to. On some points however I feel justified in forming

bolder conclusions especially regarding the affinities of the group, and the

number of species that belonged to it. With regard to the first part of

the subject it is necessary to refer to the Hippopotamus, one of those

genera whose remains are extensively dispersed throughout the superfi-

cial strata of the earth, though the habitat of the only existing species
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is confined to South Africa, but the remains of others are found in

Italy, France and England ; so that its race may be said to have

become almost extinct, and perhaps in the course of a few ages the

existing species may like the Dodo, be numbered amongst those

animals that have disappeared from the earth in modern times.

Even since the time of the Greeks it appears to have become more

restricted in its distribution, as it is referred to in their writings as an

inhabitant of southern Egypt, where it is now unknown. The very

idea of an animal of colossal bulk, capable of concealing itself by day

beneath water which it quits only at night in search of pasture, is so

contrary to the ordinary character of beings of the present world, and so

opposite to the general economy of the living things that surround us,

while it accords with the traces of the times that have passed, that we

might infer from this circumstance alone, that the condition of the earth

is now less suited to such gigantic amphibia than formerly, even if more

direct evidence of this fact were wanting.

The remains of the Hexaprotodons brought to light by Dr. Falconer

and Captain Cautley afford the characters of types still more aquatic,

and which from certain peculiarities of structure would appear to have

been hardly capable of extending further on land than the sandy or

muddy confines of their own element. Before entering on the peculi-

arities from which this conclusion is derived, I shall briefly refer to

what naturalists say of the habits of the existing hippopotamus

.

The body is described as massive, without fur, the belly nearly

touching he ground, and the head of enormous size, terminated by a

strong thick muzzle, at the corners of which in the lower jaw two power-

ful canine teeth are placed, curved upwards with cutting edges often

formed behind by the detrition of corresponding teeth in the upper

jaw. Betwreen these in front, there are four conical incisors in the lower

jaw, extending obliquely upwards and forward ; the two innermost of

these are long and nearly as strong as the canine teeth, but the two

outer incisors are shorter and every way less developed. The lower jaw

is massive and strong, but much deeper under the molars than below

the incisors at the chin, the whole economy of these parts being admi-

rably adapted for cutting and tearing roots, and other fixed objects of a

similar nature, on which it is said to subsist.

This description applies not only to the existing species, but also to the

three fossil species discovered by Cuvier, who gives the characters of

the genus as follows : “ Incisors |, canines {; j[, cheek teeth i' = 40

but in the Hexaprotodons of Falconer and Cautley the incisors are

six below, and six above, a distinction of itself perfectly sufficient to
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establish the sub-genus as a new group, of which, they describe two

species. In these animals the incisors are not only different in number

from those of Hippopotami, but are also more uniformly develop-

ed, and are prolonged almost straight forward in the long axis

of the head, the general proportions of which, though considerably

less than those of the existing hippopotamus, are proportionably more

massive and ponderous, while the incisors on the contrary are

more slender, so much so as to preclude the supposition that they

could have been used either for digging up roots, or as an arma-

ture in committing those violent depredations on dry land ascribed to

the hippopotamus. It is therefore probable, as has been observed, that

their habits were more aquatic. What proportion the head bore to the

body we have as yet no means of knowing, the vertebrae and bones of

the extremities not being yet determined, but we may still attain a far-

ther insight into the characters of the Hexaprotodons by comparing such

fragments of their jaws as have been found with the corresponding

parts of the existing hippopotamus, and we find by this means that

although the length of the jaws from the alveolus of the incisors to the

last molar is, inches in the latter, and from 11^ to 13 inches in

several specimens of the former, yet that the thickness or depth of the

lower jaw at the symphysis is only four inches in the existing hippo-

potamus, while this measurement amounts to 5^ inches in some of the

hexaprotodons. In the first the breadth of the jaw at the narrowest

part behind the canine teeth is five inches, and in one of the latter

species, six ; thus indicating a weight and massiveness in the head of the

hexaprotodon which if attended with corresponding proportions in other

parts of the frame must have belonged to an animal almost too unwieldy

for locomotion on dry land, the hippopotamus itself from the shortness

of its limbs being barely capable of such a mode of progression. The

ponderous character of the jaws of the Hexaprotodons also implies a

proportionably powerful muscular system ; and when we contrast such a

condition with the slender size of the incisors which are extended forward

like a grate of comparatively long delicate bars, we can conceive no other

object of such a structure than that of raking the Fuci and Confervoid

plants either from the surface of water or from sands or soft muddy

banks of rivers or lakes. Whether such will eventually prove to have

been the case or not, will depend on the success that may attend the

researches of zoologists in identifying other parts of the skeletons of

this interesting group, in addition to those fragments that have already

been identified by Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley. At present

we can only be guided by the facts that are laid before us, and perhaps
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another argument may be adduced in support of the above view of the

habits of these animals from the cheek teeth being extended at shorter

and more regular intervals along the sides of the jaws to the canines, a

structure which we may suppose to be more essential to the use of a

soft food. As a share of Colonel Colvin’s extensive collections, com-

prising I believe many specimens of these animals, has been presented

to the museum of the University of Edinburgh, we may expect the

subject to receive the attention which it deserves, but at present we

must I think, regard the type as more aquatic than that of the hippopo-

tamus.

Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley conceive that the genus Hip-

popotamus of Linnaeus was confined to Africa and Europe, and that its

place has been supplied in India by the Hexaprotodons : in this they are

probably correct, but there is one specimen (fig. 3.) in Col. Colvin’s

collection which though very imperfect appears to render the ques-

tion at least somewhat doubtful
; the two inner incisors being indicated

by the remains of their fangs, and a single small outer incisor oc-

cupying the centre of the space between the large incisor on the left,

and the canine tooth, with a proper space on the opposite side, in which

however, all trace of a corresponding tooth is obliterated. A careful

examination of all the specimens in the museum, would also lead us to

suppose that there must have existed in India more species of the new

group than the two which Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley have

described, and I should be disposed to think the specimens alluded

to tend to countenance the probability that four species existed,

although our materials are hardly to be considered satisfactory on this

point : from the importance of the subject it is desirable that the

contents of every museum, so far as they are capable of bearing upon

the question, should be known, so that the contents of one collection

might illustrate those in another. I will therefore attempt to describe the

separate specimens which I have examined. To show how far these

fragments differ among themselves as well as from the corresponding

parts of the existing hippopotamus (fig. 1.) and the principal species

of the same fossil found in Tuscany (fig. 2.) the upper view of the

lower jaws of those species are given for comparison.

Fig. 3. is the front portion of an imperfect lower jaw in Colonel

Colvin’s collection
;
it has one large incisor on either side of the mesial

line, with a small one in the intermediate space on the left side as in

the hippopotamus, so that a third could not have existed on that side ;

but all trace of a corresponding incisor between the canine on the

right side, and the inner incisor is obliterated, though the proper space

for one remains. This appears to be the II, dmimilis

,

Falc. Caut»
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Fig. 4 is the corresponding part of a specimen in Mr. Daw’s collec-

tion*. It is the Hexaprotodon Sivnlensis, Falc. Caut., and appears

to be the specimen figured by Durand, t. 4, f. 2.5, As. Res. vol. xix.

The breadth of the muzzle at the insertion of the incisors is ten

inches, and of the jaw behind those teeth four inches, and the depth of

jaw is five inches, and the length from the front to the last molar eleven

inches. The four first cheek teeth are conical, single and prominent

;

the last molar is also composed of four prominent points but little

worn, indicative of the youth of the individual, but still the other cha-

racters of the specimen are so well marked as to leave little doubt of

its characterising a distinct species remarkable for the narrowness of

the jaw behind the muzzle.

The incisors remain projecting nearly horizontally in front to the

extent of two inches, where they were broken (As. Res. t. 4, f. 2)

and may from this circumstance be presumed to have extended a consi-

derable distance farther in front than represented. They are all of the

same size, nearly cylindric, and about J of an inch or rather less in

diameter ;
the enamel of the canine teeth is striated as in the hippo-

potamus and the posterior edge worn by detrition.

Fig. 5 is the lower jaw of a specimen in Colonel Colvin’s collection,

it is more complete than any of the others, but on the left side the cheek

teeth are removed to their sockets, as well as the canine teeth and

incisors. The height of this jaw is barely five inches and the breadth

of the muzzle ten and a half, the narrowest part of the jaw behind the

canine teeth five and a half, and the length from the front of the jaw to

the last molar is fourteen inches. The first cheek tooth alone seems to

present a single crown, the three next are double, and as the teeth are

perfect on the left side of an upper jaw in the same collection, which

seems to have belonged to an aged individual of the same species, we

can have no doubt as to the number of teeth proper to the group. In

this species there are seven cheek teeth, the second and third placed

in pairs. This appears to be the species indicated by Durand, As.

Res. xix. p. 57, t. 4, f. 4.

Fig. 6 is the corresponding portion of the lower jaw of a specimen in

Dr. MacLoed’s collection ; it differs from the preceding species in the

breadth of the jaw which measures over the alveolus of the incisors

eleven and a half inches, and at the narrowest part behind the

canine teeth, six inches ; except in breadth behind the incisors (fig. 4)

corresponds nearly with this specimen, but the difference of breadth is

so remarkable that we must, I think, regard the two as having belonged

to separate species.

* The scale on which the figures are represented is one-fifth of natural size.
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On the right side the anterior cheek tooth is broken in the socket,

and the second tooth in the row presents two distinct crowns situated

close together, but in the left side in this specimen as well as in a frag-

ment of what is probably a corresponding species in the Asiatic Society,

the second cheek tooth presents a single large compressed crown ;
the

three next teeth are placed close together, and are perfectly distinct from

each other, but from the manner in which dentition appears to take place

in these animals two points of the same tooth may be more or less dis-

tant from each other, so that a corresponding tooth in different individuals

may occasionally appear double or single according to circumstances,

but allowing the utmost latitude to variations of this kind, still we must

regard the specimen in question from its breadth to characterise a dis-

tinct species
;
more especially as we find the following fragment in the

Asiatic Society’s museum to corroborate all the essential peculiarities of

this species.

Fig. 6 b. The fragment of a gigantic individual*, which presents

a depth of six inches at the chin, with a breadth of more than

twelve inches, and corresponds with Dr. MacLoed’s specimen

fig. 6, so forcibly as not to be mistaken in the most minute

particular as having belonged to a larger individual of the same

species ; the second and third cheek teeth in this are still remaining

on the right side as well as the sockets and alveolus of the incisors and

canines. The importance of this specimen (of which I have given two

figures 6 b. and 6 c. the latter being the under side), consists in its

suggesting that a difference in the same species gives rise in these,

as in other animals, to no difference in form, and consequently

that a difference of form in the fragments of several species is to be

regarded as a specific distinction. Before I became acquainted with this

fact, and compared the specimens to which I am indebted for a know-

ledge of it, I was disposed to think the following specimen probably

belonged to a young Ilex. Sivalensis.

Fig. 7 is the corresponding portion of the lower jaw of a small

specimen only seven and a half inches across the muzzle, and three and

a half inches in depth. The narrowest part of the jaw behind the

* On a shelf in the north-western corner of the museum, along with the cer-

vical vertebrse, teeth, and other fragments of elephants and mastodons and nu-

merous broken tusks of hippopotami without labels, or any indications of the

place in which they were found, or who the donors were, so that we are left to

infer that they came from the Siivalik beds, though in the same side of the

apartment there are collections from Ava also without labels
;

these have

been destroyed by insects, which seem to have recently taken advantage of the

neglected state of this department of our museum.

6 Q
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canine teeth is four inches in breadth, the whole being- comparatively

flat and broad : the reverse of what belongs to the species of which 1

supposed it might have been a young individual. The specimen is

however too imperfect to show any peculiarities of dentition, the sockets

of some of the teeth only remaining, and the left angle of the jaw being

broken so as to give the muzzle an unequal appearance.

It is not consistent perhaps with the most approved method of study-

ing nature, to lay very great stress on the peculiarities of any one organ

in different animals ; but it is rare that more than a fragment of some

portion of the skeleton of fossil vertebrata is afforded for observation.

The development of horns, and even of some parts of the frontal bone,

as of the superciliary arches of the orbits, is liable to sexual and indi-

vidual peculiarities*, but I am aware of no such objections to the full-

est reliance on the lower jaw as a safe criterion for specific variations

;

for this purpose I have made considerable use of it in the arrangement

of fishes, and there is no reason why it might not be equally useful as a

criterion of species in other classes.

The two species described by Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley

differ essentially in this, that the jaw of H. Sivalensis is broad at the

muzzle, and contracted more than the existing species over the penul-

timate false molar (Asiatic Researches, XIX. 47.) while that of H.

Dissimilis is very narrow at the symphysis, where a greater number

than four incisors does not appear to have existed. Hence fig. 4 in

the annexed plate, and figs. 1, 2, plate IV. Asiatic Researches, XIX.

represent H. Sivalensis, while the imperfect fragment in Colonel Col-

vin’s collection fig. 3, in the annexed plate, is a characteristic frag-

ment of H. Dissimilis of Falconer and Cautley.

But still we have fig. 4, pi. IV. (As. Res. XIX.) of Durand, which

corresponds with a very perfect lower jaw in Colonel Colvin’s col-

lection, from which my fig. 5, on the annexed plate was taken, and

regarding which Mr. Durand justly observes (Op. Cit. pp. 57) : “ It

presents a marked difference in the shape of the incisors which are

more elliptical than in the preceding varieties. The exterior incisors

have a section not observable in any other specimen ; and are rela-

tively to the four centre incisors set lower than analogous incisors of

other varieties—may not this” he continues “ be considered a distinct

species ?” I am led to the conclusion after an examination of Colonel

Colvin’s specimens and all others in our museum that it is, and pro-

* In one of Major Hay’s heads of the hippopotamus the arches of the orbits

ascend two inches above the most prominent part of the intervening nasal pro-

cess, and in the other only one inch.
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pose to name it Ilex, cinisiperus, from unisos unequal ecndperas a line,

refering to the irregular form of the incisors in this, compared with

the other hexaprotodons.

I am also led to the conclusion as already stated, that Dr. Mac-
Loed’s specimen fig. 6 affords a third species agreeing with H. Siva -

lensis in having a broad muzzle and the incisors in a straight line, but

differing from that species in the molar teeth being nearly parallel on

either side of the jaw7

,
or less contracted behind the canine teeth, and the

general form of the jaw thicker and broader than any other member of

the group, and hence it may be named Hexap. megagnathus, from

megas large and gnathos the jaw7
.

In addition to these the small specimen fig. 7 must, I think, be

regarded as afourth species, distinguished by its broad shallow muz-

zle, and though much contracted behind the incisors like H. Sivalensis,

still differing from that species in the flattened form of the jaw, on

which account it may be named Hexap. platyrhynchus, from platus

flat, and rhynchus the snout.

In the only upper jaw of hexaprotodon in Colonel Colvin’s

collection in the Asiatic Society’s museum ; the cheek teeth on

the left side are all nearly perfect, and so much worn as to indicate

the advanced age of the individual to which it belonged. The

incisors are removed but their sockets are as distinctly marked on

both sides as could be wished. From the form of the muzzle it would

appear that the upper incisors were directed more abruptly downwards

than in the hippopotamus, they must consequently have been very

short as their growth would necessarily be interrupted by the low'er

incisors ;
they are also of rather smaller diameter than the latter, but

of equal size among themselves, and appear to have been intended for

grasping such substances as were collected on the lower range of teeth,

and with the assistance of the lips and tongue for drawing a soft

aliment into the mouth, rather than for tearing like the hippopo-

tamus. This jaw appears to have belonged to the same species

as fig. 5, but to an individual a little larger.

It is unnecessary to say that the intermixture of terrestrial and

aquatic forms entombed in the Siwalik hills, renders it impossible to

derive any conclusion as to the habits of an animal towards land or water

from its remains having been found in such a situation. The small col-

lection of Dr. MacLoed comprises, in addition to the fragments of the

jaws of a Hexaprotodon, the upper jaw of a Paleeotherium, the frontal

bone and horns of a Bos, various fragments of elephants and the

scales or armour of a gigantic Garial nearly allied to Lacerta gauge-

6 q 2
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tica, Gm.* The scales of several crocodiles are marked on the back

with a peculiar transverse ridge or carina which assumes a different form

in the various species.

In the largest Garial in the Asiatic Society’s collection these scales

are three inches long and two broad, but the fossil scales are from five,

to five and a half inches in length, and from three and a half to four

in breadth, and one inch in thickness ; taking into consideration the

manner in which such scales are developed, the saurian to which the

fossil scales belonged must have equalled if not exceeded the largest

size to which Gavials now attain.

The head of the Paleeotherium in Dr. MacLoed’s fossils, and the

scales just noticed are enveloped in a calc tuff in a manner that deserves

to be described. The first seems to have lain detached, resting on the

palate and molars of the upper jaw, when calcareous water descended

in drops gradually filling up the orbits and other depressions, thus

converting the upper surface into an uniform hemispherical mass leav-

ing the teeth and palate uncovered.

The scales of the Garial six in number are encased in the same

manner, but what is still more interesting, they all preserve their true

relative position and somewhat of the form of the reptile’s- back, as if

they had been at once sealed together as soon as the animal had perish-

ed, and this I think we may prove to have been the case.

The lorications of these saurians are not imbricated like the scales

of fishes, but are enclosed in a duplicature of the skin, and merely

approximate without uniting in any way at their edges, so that the

cutis is their only bond of union. Had this perishable substance

given way long, before the deposit of calc tuff commenced, it is natural to

conclude that such bony plates would from their form have been vari-

ously scattered around the vicinity in which the animal perished and

jay exposedf . Hence w'e must infer that the drop commenced on the

recent remains of the saurian, that it continued to operate until the

upper surface of six of the scales was involved in one mass of

carbonate of lime, and that this mass was found in the identical

position in which the animal perished ; that it was not transported

from a distant locality we may further infer from the fact of some of the

* Captain Cautley has established the identity of this fossil crocodile with

C. biporcatus, Cuv.

Calc tuff is not deposited from water except under exposure to the atmos-

phere, so that it cannot take place in a close cavern or beneath the surface.

Objects incrusted with it must therefore have lain exposed on the surface when

the operation began.
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comparatively slender scales remaining uninjured, though projecting

from the edges of the mass beyond the enveloping deposit of carbonate

of lime. Exact information of the circumstances under which fossils are

found, though a subject of the highest importance, very rarely receives

from collectors much attention, but as it is evident from these remarks

that beneath the spot on which the scales of the Garial were sealed,

that is, the spot on which they were found, its skeleton might be expect-

ed to lie, the locality may deserve further investigation.

V .— Coins and relics from Bactria.

It has been already announced in the pages of this Journal, that the

extensive collections of coins and other relics made by Mr. Masson,

by Sir Alexander Burnes, and Dr. Lord, were on their way to

Calcutta, and were likely to fall shortly under the examination of

the Editor. He felt it as a great compliment that was paid to

his efforts to restore the lost portions of Indian and Bactrian history

by means of. the coins and inscriptions, still extant in the language

and with the superscriptions and dates of the rajas of those times,

that collectors in all parts of India were in the habit of submitting to

his inspection whatever they lighted upon as unusual, and sought his

reading and interpretation of the legends, emblems and inscriptions

which baffled the learning and ingenuity of the pandits and antiquaries

of the vicinity. As a consequence of the happy discoveries made by

him in this line, coins and transcripts of inscriptions came in from all

quarters, from Assam and Ava to Bokhara and Sindh, and from

Ceylon northward to Nipal. The possession of the rich store of mate-

rials thus accumulated gave facilities of comparison and collation

which were doubtless a main cause of his success : but the study

and exertions required for the satisfaction of these numerous refer-

ences to his individual skill, although entered upon with a zeal partici-

pated only by those who have achieved much, and feel that there is

yet more within their reach which ought to be the result of their own
discoveries, were too severe for the climate of India, and the Editor’s

robust constitution sunk at last under the incessant labour and close

attention given to these favorite studies at the very moment when
the richest collections of inscriptions, coins, and relics, that had ever

been got together in India, were actually on their wray to Calcutta as

materials for maturing the results he had achieved. The collections of

Mr. Masson were forwarded from Bombay in the John Adam which

reached Calcutta only in the course of the past December. There are
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of these coins from four to six thousand, besides the contents of several

topes, and casts of figures of Budh, with various other remains of the

period antecedent to the Muhammadan invasion of Bactria and

Afghanistan. The whole of this collection was by order of govern-

ment laid upon the table of the Asiatic Society at the meeting of

January 1839, but the members present felt that in the absence of

their late Secretary, and likewise of Captain Cunningham, Mr. V.

Tregear, and Colonel Stacey, there were no persons in Calcutta

to whom the examination, arrangement, and report upon the coins

and relics could be committed with confidence. They came therefore

to the unanimous resolution to recommend their being forwarded with-

out delay to England, where the Honorable Court would have the

opportunity of submitting them to the inspection of the late Secretary

of the Asiatic Society, jointly with Dr. Wilson the librarian at the

East India House, and so the ends of science and of antiquarian

research would be most effectually answered.

The care of this magnificent collection, which is large enough to

supply all the museums in Europe, has been kindly undertaken by Mr.

Cracroft, a very zealous member of the Asiatic Society, and there is

ground for hoping that under his superintendence a catalogue may yet

be made before he takes his final departure for England. The articles

have come round in bags without any separate lists, and in one bag

there are about two thousand copper coins.

But independently of Mr. Masson’s collection, another numbered

by thousands has been brought to Calcutta by Dr. McLeod tbe In-

spector General of hospitals to H. M.’s forces in India. This consists

partly of coins of all metals, but there are also several seals and gems

of different stones cut with a great variety of emblems and devices.

All these are the property of Sir A. Burnes, and have arrived for

deposit and custody as well as for inspection
;
they are therefore still

available for the curious, and will continue so until Sir A. Burnes
shall send instructions as to their disposal. We cannot ourselves under-

take the particular examination of these relics so as to give the detailed

description they deserve. A selection from the coius had however

previously been made at Simla, and those deemed most curious being

forwarded by the dawk arrived fortunately before the departure of our

Editor. Amongst them is that most curious coin of Dr. Lord with

the head of Eucratides on one side, and of both his parents on the

other, a drawing of which was exhibited in plate No. XXVII. of this

volume. From the other selected coins thus transmitted a plate was

prepared by the Editor, which was intended to be illustrative of an article
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he designed giving in our last October number. The plate remains,

and we attach it to this article, that the curious who have followed

our Editor to the length of his past researches may see the objects

which he deemed worthy of fresh illustration in the field of Indo-Bac-

trian numismatology. If the Herefordshire, the ship in which he took

passage, had touched at Madras, or had put into Mauritius, or had met

a vessel at sea, we might have hoped for the comments promised on

this, as on other two plates which we also intend to give and shall

separately refer to. But the time approaches when the issue of the

last number of our series will be expected, and we can no longer defer

the publication, under the doubtful expectation of receiving the expected

paper from the Cape of Good Hope. Of the coins and gems there-

fore in Sir Alexander Burnes’s collection we can at present make
no use, but we hold them in deposit for the examination of others and

to wait his further instructions. We must be content at present to give

the plate referred to, which it will be seen is numbered XXXII. together

with such brief reading of the names, as a Tyro of Indian numismatics

might be expected with the aid of the alphabets to supply. The plate

is of Indo-Bactrian coins of date antecedent to the introduction of Gre-

cian art, with the Grecian alphabet, into the mints of that country.

The legends are in the ancient No. 1. character of the then universal

Pali language, with Bactrian characters in some instances on the

obverse or intermixed. The names and emblems on these coins are

well worth the study of the learned.

Along with Sir A. Burnes’s coins Dr. McLeod brought to Calcutta.

a very singular relic obtained by Dr. Lord at Badakhshan, and which

is we believe destined for the British museum. The relic in question is

an ancient patera of silver, embossed in the interior in very high relief,

and representing, with all the usual adjuncts of classic mythology, the

procession of Bacchus. The god himself sits in a car drawn by two

harnessed females with a drinking cup in his hand. A fat infant Sile-

nus stands in front, and there is a female figure kneeling on the after

corner of the car, which from its disproportionate size we imagine to

be tlie carved elbow of the seat on which the god reclines. There are

also two winged cupids in attendance, one flying with a wand in his

hand to which a fellet is attached, the other end of which is held by the

infant Silenus ; and the other on the foreground behind the wheel

of the car, as if employed in pushing it on. The car is followed by a

dancing Hercules distinguishable by the club and lion skin. The heads

of this figure and of the Bacchus are both wanting, owing probably

to their having been of gold or thought so, while the rest of the patera
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being only of silver gilt, has escaped similar violation. The gilding

however is mostly worn away from long use, and in one part the side of

the cup is actually worn through. Independently of the circumstance

of the main figure being represented with a cup in hand, its identity with

the Grecian Bacchus, is proved by the vines circumpendent, and by the

figure of a tiger standing prominently out in the fore ground and drink-

ing out of a wine jar.

This very singular relic being destined to leave the country, we have

thought it necessary, besides giving in these pages a plate made from

an accurate drawing with a scale, to have a cast prepared from it in tin,

so that in case the original should be lost in transmission to Europe,

the facsimile may remain to give a complete idea of its form and exe-

cution. The cast is of course not equally sharp in its lines with the

chased original, but connoisseurs will know how to make exact allowance

for that difference.

This patera is the property of Dr. Lord, who is also the fortunate

owner of the double-headed coin of EucRATrDES, the original appa-

rently from which the plate of a similar coin is given in Dr. Vincent’s

Periplus; but the double head is there represented as being on both sides

of the coin. With a liberality deserving of particular notice, both these

unique relics have been gratuitously appropriated by the finder, or are

intended to be so, in the manner deemed by him most conducive to the

ends of science, Dr. Lord not desiring to retain them as isolated

trophies of his own good fortune in the field of research and discovery.

I fear we must not look upon this piece of plate as affording evidence

of the state of the arts in Badakhshdn, where it was found, at any par-

ticular sera. That it is of high antiquity is quite apparent from the

condition of the metal, as well as from the design, but in the Periplus

of the Erythrean Sea published amongst Arian’s works, it is distinctly

stated that apyvpdy.aTa, i- e . articles of silver plate, were a staple import

from the west, for exchange against the productions of India. At

Minnagarh upon the Indus, it is further stated by the author of that

treatise, that he himself presented to the raja ^apvTipa apyvpdpaTa, valua-

ble pieces of plate, in order to secure his favor, and the grant of certain

privileges of trade. There is thus reason to believe that the pa-

tera must have been brought from Greece or Asia Minor, and either

presented in like manner, or sold to some sovereign of Bactria , by a

merchant desiring similar privileges of trade in that country. That

it has been in use for centuries is evident from the worn condition

it now presents
; but for howr many it was in use, and for how many it

lay treasured in royal or other repositories, is more than may now

be conjectured.
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A drawing of this patera was made at Simla by no common hand

several months ago, and it arrived and was exhibited at the Meeting of

the Asiatic Society, but somehow disappeared, so as to preclude an

earlier description of this relic being laid before the public. We have

now the original before us, and have examined it closely, to see if there

were any inscription, stamp or emblem, which might afford some clue to

the date and locality of the manufacture, but are compelled to be con-

tent with a mere description of its outward appearance, being unable to

hazard a conjecture as to either.

Indo-Bactrian Corns.

Specification of coins in Plate XXXII. Vol. VII.

No. 1. Obv. Armed figure standing with a club or spear : no inscrip-

tion. Rev. Elephant with rider: Bactrian inscription Rajasa, rest

not decypherable.

No. 2. Obv. Woman and deer, with inscription not legible
: [f] em-

blem. Rev. Tree and mountain, with •£,, and £ emblems.

No. 3. Obv. Man and bull, same emblem as No. 2, and Maharajasa
Mahabhatasa in old Pali clearly legible, but the name to the left

baffles us. Rev. Same device and emblems as No. 2, and Maharajasa
clearly legible in Bactrian at the bottom.

No. 4. Obv. Same device as No. 2, and same emblem, Rajna Ra-

jasa Maghadatasa in old Pali. Rev. Same device and emblems

as No. 2, Maharajasa in Bactrian : the rest not legible.

No. 5. A larger coin, the same device on both sides as No. 3 ; Ob-

verse defaced; Rev. Maharajasa in Bactrian characters.

No. 6. Obv. Bull and ^ emblem, no letters. Rev. Same emblems

as Nos. 2, 3, and 4, with addition of a wheel : very peculiar.

No. 7. Obv. Deer and man, with emblems £ and [fj: Rajna Ku-
nandasa in old Pali. Rev. Same as Nos. 2, 3, 4, &c.

No. 8. Obv. Deer and woman : Maharajasa in Pali. Rev. Same
as No. 2, no inscription.

No. 9. Obv. Deer and man, Kunandasya in Pali. Rev. Same as

No. 2.

No. 10. Same precisely, Pali inscription Nandasa the last letter

being an initial A' .

Buddhist Satrap Coins.

No. 11. Obv. Horse caparisoned. Rev. Rajasa, in Bactrian, with

various marks.

No. 12. Obv. Horse. Rev. Standing figure with bow: inscription

in Pali, Sarba tapasa patamapasa, Thamasp ?

6 R
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No. 18. The same indistinct.

No. 14. Obverse the same worn. Rev. Inscription in lines, Tama-
pasa legible in Pali.

No. 15. Nothing distinct.

No. 16. Obv. Horse’s tail and hind quarter. Rev. Figure standing

Laga'mapasa in Pali.

Nos. 17, 18, 19. Obv. Bull. Rev. Standing figure with inscription

Rajnapadasa : centre one in Bactrian.

No. 20. Obv. Standing figure, Pali inscription, Paghugafasa.
Rev. Figure : no inscription.

No. 21. Nothing made out.

No. 22. Obv. Figure in speaking attitude. Rajua Raghuna'ai.

Nos. 23, 24, and 25, not decypliered.

N. B. These latter are classified as of the Satrap group, first be-

cause of the title Raja or Maharaja not being found in any of them ;

secondly, because of the names having so evidently an ancient Persian

aspect, and lastly, because of the horse emblem, which probably had its

origin in the circumstances which attended the accession of Gushtasp,

Darius Hystaspes.

VI.

—

Ancient Hindu Coins from Jyonpur and Oojein.

Besides the coins of Bactria and Kabul, which formed the subject of

the preceding article, and which carry back the numismatic records

of that country to times anterior to the Grecian invasion, when it

formed a province of the dominions of the great king of Persia, and

even before that, when governed by its own, or by an Indian maharaja,

there have been found simultaneously in distant parts of India, other

similar records of the same periods. Mr. Vincent Tkegear has been

so fortunate as to obtain, in the vicinity of Jyonpur, several coins of the

early period of the Devas and Dattas, with legends, plainly legible, in

the oldest form of Pali character, and likewise more than one Purusha

Datta, which it requires no great stretch of credulity to identify as

the coin of the great Porus himself, the antagonist of Alexander.

These coins were transmitted to our Editor for more complete il-

lustration, with a brief notice by Mr. Tregear, whose readings have

much aided us in framing the annexed descriptive list. From the

number thus transmitted a selection was made for the annexed plate,

which was not ready when our Editor left Calcutta. W e think it due

however to our readers to insert the plate in the last number of this

series of his journal, for the same reason, that we in the preceding
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article gave the plate of Indo-Bactrian coins, and with the same im-

perfect notice of the legends and emblems,

,Ancient Hindu Coins, Square. Plate, No. LX.

No. 1. Copper coin, Obv. Bull and mountain with double cross, as

in Indo-Bactrian coins, but with one tier less, thus aN instead of dm,
at top plainly legible in ancient Pali Dhanade'vasa. Rev. Warrior

figure standing in centre : no inscription.

No. 2. Obv. Same bull device and inscription, but instead of the

two-tier mountain an emblem thus EH, quasi, garden and tree. Rev.

Same as No. 1.

No 3. Obv. Sitting elephant, trunk curled inward, inscription ac-

cording to Tregear, also Dhunadevasa, but we read Chatudevasa
or Chatradevasa. Rev. Indistinct.

No. 4. Copper. Obv. Bull turned leftward
;
inscription in ancient Pali

Va'sudevasa. Rev. Curious circular device, snake at bottom, tree and

garden to right, and left : no inscription.

No. 5. Copper. Obv. Device, perhaps a fire-altar, but very peculiar.

Inscription in Pali Dhanade'vasa. Rev. Peculiar, indescribable.

No. 6. Copper. Obv. Elephant passing to left. Inscription Pali, as

in No. 3. Rev. Sitting figure in circle : no inscription traceable.

No. 7. Copper. Obv. Bull passing leftward : no inscription. Rev.

A circle, somewhat similar to No. 5 : nothing clear.

No. 9. Copper, broken. Obv. Device not distinguishable
; inscrip-

tion, first letter effaced, Danasa the concluding letters clear. Rev.

Tree and garden with

No. 10. Inscription of a coin clearly legible Pa'papagho.

No. 11. Ditto apparently Ka Neva's a

No. 12. Ditto. Raja Dhanade'vasa.

Nos. 13 and 14. End of inscription, Navasa.

Hindu Round Coins.

No. 8. Bull looking to right. Rev. Large letters at bottom Ne'vasa ;

emblems indistinct.

No. 15. Obv. PURUSHA DATASA in old Pali, round a stand-

ing figure, with double trisulu or trident to the right.

No. 16. Female figure, with four Pali letters, AAO'i, not quite legi-

ble ; emblems and v. with oW-

No. 17. Flower with old Pali letters not distinguishable.

No. 18. Standing figure with double trisul, or tree, to left, Pali

inscription round, not legible.

6 r 2
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No. 19. Standing figure, without inscription or emblem distinguish-

able.

No. 20. Obv. Standing figure, tree to right : Rajna Ram Datasa
in Pali. Rev. Tree only distinguishable.

No. 21. Standing figure
; inscription large in Pali characters,

Raja Rama Datasa.
No. 22. Standing figure, Rama Datasa plainly legible : star, snake,

and other emblems.

No. 23. Standing figure, with bull, trisul, and star, Raja Rama
Datasa plainly legible.

No. 24. Obv. Standing figure : bull and trisul, Raja Rama Da-
tasa. Rev. Trisul and other emblems.

No. 25. Standing figure, Rahu Rajasa.

No. 26. Standing figure, bull and snake : nothing legible.

No. 27. Broken, square, sitting bull : Vasatu Datasa.

No. 28. Obv. Bull passing to left : Suva Datasa. Rev. Not

distinguishable.

Nos. 29 and 30. Not clearly distinguishable, but of similar type

to No. 25. Inscription in No. 30, Rahu Rajasa.

Plate No. LXI. is of coins which were dug up in Oojein, and forward-

ed by Mr. Bax to Major Ousely of Sagur , by whom they were sent

to our Editor. Some of the same type and appearance in every respect

were about the same time obtained by Dr. Burns at Kaira, and will

be found represented in the same plate. There is no inscription of any

kind on any of these coins, excepting on No. 2 and No. 22, on which

the word Ujayina is plainly legible in well formed letters of the oldest

Pali character. All of them present the appearance of greater anti-

quity than can be claimed by any other coins, which have hitherto been

described. The four rings a tree and garden, and mountain seem

to be the distinguishing emblems, but as no description can equal the

representation given in the plate, we deem it quite unnecessary to

explain their appearauce separately.

The coins from which the above plates have been prepared are still

in deposit with us, and we wish it to be understood that we hold them

at the disposal of the owners, who have only to indicate the manner in

which they desire to have them returned, and we shall make a point

of following their instructions in this respect.
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VII.

—

Ancient Inscriptions.

We have very little room in this number for the further prosecution

of the intention declared, of exhibiting in the pages of the Journal

transcripts of all the numerous inscriptions, of which copies and facsi-

miles have been transmitted to us. But that we may not fail altogether

to redeem the pledge thus given, we have selected some short ones.

I. Captain J. S. Burt of Engineers, now stationed at Ghazipur>

has been so fortunate as to discover a fallen pillar at Palladpur on the

banks of the Ganges in the Zarninea perguna, round the centre of

which is a short inscription in the No. 2 character. The shaft lies on

the ground, more than half buried, about six kos south of Ghdzipur.

It is described by Captain Burt as a perfect cylinder of three feet

diameter, polished and rounded for a length of twenty-seven feet, and

with a rough base of nine feet, the whole length being thirty-six feet.

Round the centre is an inscription of a single perfect sloka, to read

which completely Captain B. was compelled to cause a trench to be

dug underneath the shaft of the column. The sloka as read and ex-

plained by Kamalakanta is as follows :

Tt? faWR 3ftfw 5 T'SW Vm: STcTcr^facT :4 x

fteTRji# iTCF^nrrro faffci

“ Great, victorious, of high renown, the promoter of the virtue of

Kshatris, always like the sons of Kunti (Yudxshthira, &c.), pro-

tector of many kings, for the honoring of his father’s memory practis-

ing many virtues, in his actions and conduct truly a fifth Lokpal
divinity.”

From the manner in which the sloka ends with “ Lokpal,” it is sur-

mised that that must be the name of the sovereign in whose honor the

inscription was written, but there is no date or other means of identify-

ing it. The pillar is well worthy of the examination of the curious.

II. In closing this series of the journal, our acknowledgments are

due to the more than common zeal, with which Captain Burt has col-

lected, and the care with which he has made the facsimiles of a great

variety of inscriptions. One valuable one containing the names of several

new rajas was obtained by him from the vicinity of Chatarpur in

Bandelkhand, and we hoped to have been able, with the assistance of the

Rev. Mr. Malan, to have given its translation in the past month
; but

the failure of that gentleman’s eyes has compelled its transfer to other

hands, and it remains to enrich the new series of the journal.
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III. Another facsimile taken by Captain Burt from a temple at

Oodeypur in February 1838, deserves also particular mention, not for its

substance, which is merely a grant of no great antiquity by a raja named

Punya Pal of Jogobatee, but because the date is given in three eras,

one of which is new. It shows the Surabut year of Vikramaditya

1116, corresponding with 981 of Salivahana, to have fallen in the year

446 of Oodyaditya, therefore the raja Oodyaditya, from whom pro-

bably Oodypur derives its name, lived in the year 670 of Vikrama-

ditya or about 614 A. D. This raja’s name is not in the chronolo-

gical tables of the Sesodee, or of any other dynasty. But the name of

Deva Ditya occurs, at about the period assigned for the sera in this

inscription, and they may be identical.

IV. The next inscription of which we shall furnish a translation, is

one often mentioned in the pages of this journal, viz. that of Bageshar

near Almova in the province of Kaninon. This inscription was copied

by Mr. Trail the late commissioner, but the copies proving defective*

facsimiles were also obtained, from which the following transcript and

translation have been made.

There are still several hiatuses, and especially towards the close, where

the date will most probably have been. Failing this means of fixing

the period when the rajas named in this inscription lived, we have no-

thing but the appearance of the stone, and the character of the writing

to indicate its probable epoch. In the present instance these are uncer-

tain criteria, for the character, though ancient and in some respects

peculiar, does not correspond sufficiently with that of other inscriptions

or coins to afford a safe chronological guide. The inscription so far

as it has been decyphered is as follows :—

^Tf^rvrT

sfcjTTTf^cm
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q qnqrqfqqqq^wr fqqq q q q qqftfqfxqq

?qiq qjqqtqifqqT: cTH? q ^RO^snC
N9

TTW q^iq qqifqqTq^qfqqTfqq qqqVr^TTqq^nqqTfq-

ff^J qq: qcqrqTqqnqTq^rCt q^T-
nJ nJ

qqt ^W{T?nieft qquqqq: q^qqq^qqqqq^qqqs: qqq

Sff cT^r qq: qqj-

qrqqjTqqqsx^t qireqt qqiqqt qqqqqiq: qqqq^q
'># sj

qqqqi:m- qqqqTTqqqiiqTqrfqqTqqqq^q^fqqqqqTq •

qq: gretqf qqqrqqfkqTqf qiqqNqfqqq fqqiwqiTnqqqrj;

q%q wqjTqqfafqfjqqqqiq irwqxqqtqifqqtT q q

q q qfqqTfqqi ‘sfq qqqtq fqqiinq: q^q qqq mq q^fsrqq?:
"* N#

qfqqqq' qqqi^^q qTtqqfqqqqqiq?Tiqfqq irfqq^:

qTqrqiqqqHqjT q't ^qfqfqfeqqqqj q qfqqTfqq qqqiqri

fspsq^qq: qq: ilTJir q^q^qfqq^- qfqqTliqf qil^r

qq qq qq || fqqT^Tq^J ^qqqq l \ qqiqqpgqqfq:

q^Vlfqqiqiq qqqiqq?Tqqt qqqt wqtqqxqTf^;:

\S qi^q V'qrfqPqqfcf^feq^lqiTi^Kqqiq
* ©\

qqqqq fqfqfq^mlq^fqr q^TTcr qqqjq*

fqfqqqqqqqTqqqfwwTqqqTqqTsfqqiqqrff: ^fatfqqsM

qfqf^^lqfqq^^ifq^Tfq^iwqqqfTqqiqqtqqlHqtfqfqqT

qq^TqqqqqTqqfqqqq^qfqqqqqqiqrcqifqqiirqMq

qTfqqqqqirrfqqxufq^Tq^qiqqxq ^qqqTqqq: qqiqrq

f^^iqTfqqqfqcq: fqfqqft^qqTqrqq^rc: qqiqif^qq

q
qqrq^q]wi?qTqT47rtvftx|qwiqiq’fqqT^qqTT<qq qifqirwq

qi^qffqsirlq: irqiqqTfqq^'q fqqqqgq: Siqi-Jqqinftq

^q^qqqTq^Tq^qfqqqqqfqqqqqiqqTqqfq: ^fq^rarq

qq: q^ qq: q^^TqqnqqqqT^stfqwqt qfcT^qqt q^n
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TO1P qRWTT’qRqRJTqRRH: TOWfTRqfiTTRT^TfTO^ VR
fR

^r ’qfaqteRjn^q: to TOcrprjrcTRT^t gRT^qf tot

TOjP qR^TORqRRRRRgqR^VrfTRqi^TRTqnfVRmqRg-

to tnr to q^TRWigRi^l toto!

’qfarq^ft ereiTTTrqqg^^qRJTTOqRlR^qR^^^q^fRqgt
>i M ^

TOfTOqRTOTO«TO^qfTOfTOTTOTOrTO^fTOTOqqR*n!ft

TOTTOf%^TO^TOWTOTOTO^WqfTOf3gf5^TOTfTOfqfq

qf^TOTTOqqiZ: qT^WTq

qf^qTfqq^qR^WflRqfg^rRT^rTfgRT^rqR^RTqgtqT^J^nw

TOTO: *rgqpsi^jrqf%TO! ^CTfacTOW qR^q^q^VTT cm

VRwgql \ g’qif^qif^qri qfuqn TOrrsrfqq^u

^T^R^TO ^qpy’qRTOT-q ^TTOgqq VTRTO R

Translation by Sa'roda Prashad.

Blessing and salutation.—On the southern part of this beautiful

temple, the royal lineage is inscribed by learned persons.

Bow down at the foot of Paradeva (the great god) placed at the

gate called Ninunanuti at Pavupidadata in the village of Raruya

;

which (foot) destroys the nets of animals.

There was a raja named Masantana Deva who was a king of kings,

most venerable and wealthy. In his wife, the queen named Sajya-

naranevha, who knew no one but her husband, was conceived a raja

who was also a king of kings, the richest, the most respected of his time,

worthy to be trusted and prosperous ; who set apart successively pro-

visions for the worship of Parameswara (or the supreme Lord), and

caused several public roads to be constructed leading to Jayakdlabhuldi,

and who provided fragrant substances, flowers, incense, lamps, and oint-

ments for Baghreswara Deva (or the god of tigers), in Ambilapa -

lika (perhaps a forest) and who was the protector in battle : who

moreover gave fragrant substances, flowers, &c., and the village named

Sarneswura Grama which his father had granted to the Vaishnavas

(or the followers of Vishnu') for worship of the above mentioned god.

Who erected buildings on the side of the public roads.

As long as the sun and moon endure so long shall these his virtuous

deeds exist.
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His son was Kharpara Deva the king of kings, respectable and

wealthy ; in his wife who was much devoted to him was

born Adhidhaja; who was most wealthy, honorable and learned.

Of his queen Ladhdha Devi' who loved her husband dearly, was

born Tri'bhu'vana raja Deva who was active, rich, honorable and

intelligent. He (Tribhuvana rdjaj gave two dronas of a fruitful

field named Naya in the village of Joyakulabhdktika to the above

god, and also ordered the fragrant substances, &c. produced in it, to be

employed in the v/orship of the same god.

It is also worthy to be known, that he was an intimate friend of the

son of Kirata, (perhaps a hunter,) who gave two and a half dronas

land to the above mentioned god and to the god Gambiyapinda.

Another son of A'dhidhaja gave one drona of land to the god

Baharake, and moreover caused a grant ( Sdsanan) of two bigas of

lands to be engraved on a stone in the Samvat year 11. He also gave

one drona of land to the god Baghreswara and fourteen parcels of

land to Chandalnu'nda Devi and he established a Prapa, (i. e.

trough or place where water is distributed,) in honor of the former.

All these tracts of land have been consecrated to the god Baghre-

swara for his worship.

There was another raja named NunvaratA who was possessed of

compassion, sincerity, truth, strength, good dispositions, heroism, mag-

nanimity, intellect, politeness, and good character, of a charming per-

son, adorned with morals and with several eminent qualities, active in

conquering by the force of his bow held in hand, and born for worship-

ping the lily feet of the owner of Nandana and Amaravati, i. e . Indra,

who acquired fame by the force of his arms, through the favour of

Durjadhi (or Siva) who wears Jotajuto (or matted hairs), on his

head, tied with the pearls of his crown resembling a crescent, and illumi-

nated with the purest water of Ganga, which confers ten million beauties,

which Jotajuto , or head of hair, robs other radiant substances of their

lustre by its many large, clear, and beautiful jewels, and bright kesara

flowers on which play the black snakes. He (the raja) subdued all

his enemies, and his colour was like gold, his fair body was always bent

down with respect for the worship of all gods, daityas, men, and

learned persons, and his fame is sung every where, as derived from the

performance of Yagyas.

His son Istovana Deva, born from the chief of his queens

Dasu' Devi who loved him dearly, was a king of kings, rich, re-

spectable and learned. His son Lalita Su'ra Deva was born of

his wife Dhara Devi, who was much devoted to him, who was also

6 s
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a king of kings, wealthy, respected, intelligent, and in all respects a

hero. His son Bhudeva Deva was born of his wife La'ya Devi who

loved much her husband. He also was king of kings, a zealous wor-

shipper of Brahma, an enemy of Budha Sravana, a lover of truth,

rich, beautiful, learned, continually engaged in religious observances,

and a person near whom Kali (the yuga) could not approach ; whose

eyes were beautiful as blue lilies and quick, the palm of whose hands re-

sembled young twigs, whose ears were frequently troubled by the sound

of the jewels of the crowns of rajas who bowed before him, and whose

great weapon destroyed darkness, whose feet resembled the colour of

gold, who granted pensions to his favorite attendants.

He the remainder defective.

N. B.—This inscription is supposed to be about 1500 years old, but,

as before stated, the date is conjectural. There are faults of grammar

in the Sanskrit, for which the Pandit who drafted the inscription is

answerable.

VIII.—Mr. Kittoe’s tour in Orissa, continued from page 829 of

September, 1838.

On the following morning (the 16th March), I proceeded to Atturva

a large village on the banks of the Brahminee river, the greater part of

the way was through very dense jungle, with some small patches of

cultivation interspersed ; I met with only one village in which there

were many large herds of buffaloes, and other cattle ; cultivation is also

extensive. I here observed a method of tilling the land quite novel to

me ; the fields are dug with long and heavy crowbars, each clod as it is

turned up, is bruised with the bar, and thus prepared for the seed

without using a plough ; indeed the stiff nature of the soil, would not

admit of its being ploughed in the dry seasons. This practice I found to

prevail throughout the valley of the Brahminee, which tract is very

fertile.

The distance travelled this morning must have been nearly fifteen

miles. Nothing new presented itself at Atturva, where the bed of the

river is about half a mile wide, the water at this season occupying but

an eighth of that space : being very shallow it is only navigable for

small canoes.

17th March, Camp Nadurra. This is a large village on the banks

of the river about thirteen miles from the last camp
; it may however be

much less in a direct line : my guides purposely took me by a very

difficult and circuitous route, inland from the river along the banks of

which I ought to have travelled ; such is the wiliness of the Ooreyahs,
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their object being to decoy me from the site of the rich lands which I

should otherwise have seen ; my companion Mr. B. came by the latter

route, while I was completely at the mercy of my guides, having a pal-

kee for my only conveyance. I however walked the greater part of the

way, and passed several villages, all of which appeared to possess much
cattle

; the pasture land is very rich.

*1 he chain of low and isolated hills to my left (south] came here near-

er to the river
; the ground undulated considerably, and in many places

I met with extensive beds of shingle containing the debris of rocks, com-
mon in the more elevated mountain chains of Hingool, Talcher and
Rehrakhol, with which is mixed much jasper, late rite and iron stone

conglomerate.

A great variety of small fish were brought, among which I observed

some species quite new to me, of a couple of which I took drawings.

In the evening I was visited by an intelligent ascetic, from whom I

learned much concerning the coal beds in Talcher and its vicinity,

particularly one called Hingolai Thakooranee

;

indeed I am entirely

indebted to this individual for its discovery, no pains being spared to

mislead and deter me from going beyond Talcher.

On the 18th I continued my march, and was again led by a round-

about path to a small hamlet on the river side called Kumlung
, a short

distance beyond the village of Mungulpur : it is on the boundary line

between Talcher and Dekennal.

The bed of the river here is about a furlong and a half wide, the

water flows under the opposite bank where there are granite rocks
; it

is still, and very deep ; I found a great abundance of coal scattered

over the sand, which removed the doubts I had hitherto entertained of

its existence in this neighbourhood.

I was informed that the navigation of the river from Talcher to as

far as Kurgparsad is considered dangerous for large boats, which are

consequently not brought higher up than that place, where the first

rocks occur ;
therefore should the coal fields ever be worked, it will be

necessary to remove these rocks, which might be done without much la-

bor or expense, there being few that I should consider really dangerous.

19th, Camp Talcher , Patna. Marched this morning at an early hour ;

the distance was about five miles over an undulating country with little

jungle but much high grass. There were few villages and the cultivation

very limited. The soil appears remarkably poor with much gravel mix-

ed with it ; the sandstone rock predominates : there are however some

huge masses of granite protruding through the soil, having a very

curious appearance.

6 s 2
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I encamped on the banks of the river, about half a mile east of the

town and Gurh ; the latter is on a sandstone rock washed by the river,

the former is contiguous to it on the south side, extending for half a

mile or more. The Gurh is a stockade surrounded on three sides by

a deep ditch
;
within is a long street reaching from the southern wicket

to the chief entrance of the raja’s residence, the principal buildings of

which are of masonry. All the smaller out-houses, had been burned to

the ground, together with the granaries a few days previous to my
arrival.

The raja with his sons paid me a visit in the afternoon. I was very

agreeably surprised to find him a shrewd intelligent old man. He has

travelled over the greatest part of India, having performed pilgrimages

to Ramesseram near Ceylon
,
and to Budrinath in the Hymalayas. He

promised every assistance towards furthering the discovery of coal

fields. On his taking leave I presented him with a musical box with

which he was much delighted.

In the evening I returned the raja’s visit
; he shewed me his Gurh

which is in a very dilapidated state, as an excuse for which he said

that there was no occasion for strongholds, while he lived under Bri-

tish protection. He dwelt much on his poverty. After taking leave of

him, his sons accompanied me to a nullah about half a mile to the

westward, and called Billaijooree, in the banks of which at about 400

yards from the river, seams of coal are apparent ; they appear to abut

on the sandstone rock, and are a very few feet below the undulating

surface, which is alternately clay and shingle. The seams vary in quality

and thickness, and are curved nearly parallel with the undulations of

the superstrata. 1 attempted to sink a shaft, but was prevented by

coming upon a hard rock of a bluish color containing mica, coal and

fossil plants. I blasted the rock, which proved twelve and a half feet

thick, beneath it was a stiff grey clay containing coarse sand and

mica.

The following day I again visited the coal beds, and lighted a large

fire, to the amusement of the natives who had never seen stones

ignited.

The next morning I proceeded to the village of Mungulpras&d

about fifteen miles west of Talcher, under which is a dry torrent called

the Sungurra, in the banks of which coal beds, averaging from five to

fifteen feet, are exposed to view alternately on either side for one or

two miles distance : there are several descriptions of coal, specimens of

all of which I brought away with me.

From this spot I retraced my steps towards the plains, leaving Tal-
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cher several miles to my left, and passing through a part of the Ungool

territory : the third day, the 24th, I reached the village of Nagunna on

banks of the Brahminee, about two miles east of Nadurra. There is a

very ancient temple here, dedicated to Nagnath

:

the name of the vil-

lage is a corruption of this title. There is an inscription round the lin-

gum placed within the temple which is very small. I was not permitted

to see it, and was informed that the greater part of it was obliterated.

From Nagunna I proceeded the following morning to Chundeepal
, a

village surrounded with the richest cultivation, and close on the banks

of the river, on the alluvial deposits of which there is extensive

tobacco cultivation ; it supplies the markets of Cuttack, Budruck, and

Balasore.

My next march was to the large town of Kasseepur, likewise on the

banks of the river : the cultivation is equally good. Many merchants

reside here ; their trade is in timber, cotton, tobacco, oil seed, and other

products of the forests. I remained during the heat of the day at

this place, and in the evening proceeded by dawk towards Calcutta.

I arrived on the fourth day after having travelled no less than miles

from the 23rd of February to the 30th of March. I however feel am-

ply repaid for the fatigue endured, first, from having been enabled to

reinspect the Dhauli inscriptions ; and, secondly, in having been so

fortunate as to discover such extensive fields of coal, above which iron

ore is equally plentiful. It is to be hoped that the day is not far dis-

tant when these valuable minerals may be turned to good account.
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